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day filed articles of incorporation
left Peking last
and Far Cathay, ran. state desired
Why Not in New Mexico?
that awaits him.
$4,000 as evidence in the trial of Darwith the state corporation commisnight returned there after proceeding
D. C, March 1. Sena members of unions, most of which are
Washington,
who
a
is
Meyers,
left
row.
man,
young
a ghort distance, because of firing besion. The object of the concern is a
tor Guggenheim today offered amend- allied with the American Federation his home on
becoming of age and fell ing heard near the line.
Resist Requisition.
general plumbing and stei.n fitting
ments to the agricultural appropria of Labor.
SECOND MURDER TO BE
a
to drink. While intoxicated, he
prey
The five per cent advance granted,
business. The capital stock !s placed
Washington, D. C, March 1. The tion bill to provide for road construe
Accord Over China.
REPORTED TODAY.
r
hour law, fcrged a check for $23, with which to
at $10,000, divided into 100 shares
resistance of a few of the men arrest tion in national forests in Colorado as is based on the
, A message to J. A. Garcia y
March 1. Secretary of State
treat
friends.
His
Paris,
term
five,
year
will
increase
worth $100 each at par. The incorpored on indictments returned at Indi- follows:
San Juan forest, La Plata or in other words the
Sanchez at Albuquerque, has it
to
have
XI,ired nXt December, Knox's invitation to the powers
ators, their post office addresse! nnd
Battlement forest, be added to the amount paid for 54 ?'0?
that his uncle, Florencio San- anapolis in the alleged dynamite con- county, $25,000;
but tne pn8tm directors were moved place themselves on record with the
was
a
week.
work
hours
The
strike
Dethe amount of stock held by each folto
Cross
and
for
Leadville
$10,000;
Holy
chez, a sheepgrower, had been
spiracy will result, according
a Parole y
excellent rec- - United States for the continued integnominally due to a reduction in wages ;t0rant
low: H. H. Hendrick, Roswell, ten
murdered at Aragonr Socorro
partment o Justice officials, in pre- ests, $13,000; Rio Grande forest,
u,u as a prisoner ana tne fact that rity of China and for joint action
in
nt
.mrter
two
marto
tho
hnnro
time.
Cochetopa forest, $3,000; Lead
shares; J. D. Culley, Roswell, ten
county, 90 miles west of Mag-senting their removal to Indianapo- iue estate wm revert to others if not
ville and Gunnison forest, $5,000; Ten
X dalena. No details are given.
soon claimed.
(Continued on Page Four.)
Continued wi Pago Four.
nessee
Pass
$5,000.
highway,
(Continued on Page 4.)
om
Page Four.)
(Continued
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

of the

Quality and Large Variety

" Soltaire " foods.

II
WITH

Always the Leader

GROCERY
Santa Fe. Telephone

Southern Comer Plaza,

WE

PURCHASES.

CASH

ALL

C

GIVE

AND

WHOLESALE

No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS

RETAIL

CASGARETS

the end.

FOB II

5ICKJ0UB

A son, Roy lives in

Los

STOMACH

Sunday Closing at Belen.
For the first time in months, the saHently but thoroughly cleanse and reg- loons at Belen are closed on Sundays
and Sheriff Ruperto Jaramillo is makulate your Stomach, Liver and
Bowels while you sleep.
ing special efforts to enforce the law,
being assisted by Mounted Policeman
That awful sourness, belching of J. W. Collier who has been stationed
acid and foul gases; that pain In the at Belen for the time being on account
on by the
pit of the stomach, the heartbjrn. r.er-- of the crime wave brought
vousness, nausea, bloating after eat settlement being run
ing, reeling 01 luuness, dizziness xni
Prize Fight at Belen.
sick headache, means indigestion; a
Belen fight fans are comforting
disordered stomach, which cannot be
with the thought of an inregulated until you remove the cause themselvesbout
to a finish which will be
It isn't your stomach's fault. Your teresting
held in Belen on Thursday evening of
stomach is as good as any.
this week, when Comer Walsh, of
Try Cascarets; they cure indigeswill meet Cyclone Clyde Day
tion, because they immediately cleanse Chicago,
The combatants
and regulate the stomach, remove th of St. Joseph, Mo.
will weigh in at the ringside at 14.!
sour, undigested and fermenting fouil
or under.
and foul gases; take the excess bile pounds
defrom the liver and carry off the
Artesia Girl Drives Away Burglar.
composed waste matter and poison
Burelary at the residence of S. S.
from the intestines and bowels. Then
Ward, at Artesia. Eddy county, who
ended
trouble
is
forever.
stomoch
your
was absent from home, was frustrated
A Cascaret tonight will straighten you
bv the brave efforts of his 14 year old
box from
out by morning a
daughter. Irene. About 2 o'clock she
any drug store will keep your entire awoke and found a burglar in her bedfamily feeling good for months. Don't room. She screamed and rushing to
forget the children their little insides her dresser, secured a revolver and
need a good, gentle cleansing too.
fired four shots at the burglar as he
descended the stairs. In his hurried
wide-ope-

A TALE.
Between this world and spiritland
There rolled a river slow,
A stream composed of all the tears
A man had caused to flow.

flight he knocked over the stove.

FRIDAY, MARCH

SI.

Tells Consumptives How
He Got Well
Tuberculosis is said to lc curable by
simply living in the open air and taking
ami mills.
au ahundince of fresh
Undoubtedly, some persons are benelited
remedy
in tills way; but the appropriate
for Consumption is Eikmiin's Alterative.
Do all you possibly can to add to strength
and inoiease weiirht. eat wholesome, nourishes food, and breathe the cleanest and
or
purest air then, to the sensible tilings
rlt'lit living, add the tonic and jiuittive
Kead
eTecls of Kckmina Alterative.
what it did in this case:
W.i West street. Wilmington, Del.
I was
"Gentlemen: In January, l'.His.
of the lunjs.
taken with hemorrhage
Mv phvsiclan. one of
leading practitioners.' said that it was Inns trouble.
took ejjss and milk In quantities, but I pot
very weak, and I kept on woikinit in the
store. The doctors said I would not cam
in weight as long as 1 stayed in the store,
but I kept on working and prayed each
believe my
day that 1 might get well. I Mr.
C. A
weie i;nswered, for
(Lippincott &'
my employer
Uppincott,
Co.. Department Store. 3t to S14 Murkel
street. Wilmington, DcU. had learned of
a remedy called Kckinan s Alterative thai
had done great good, and upon his recommendation I began taking it at once.
I continued
This was about June. liius.
faitlifullv. using no other remedy, and
the lungs,
of
Buaily noticed the clearing
which appeared to be old chunks of blood
with
I
no
trouble
now
have
coming up.
I thinly
believe Ec kman s
my lungs.
!
scut
mv
life.
saved
my spit
Alterative
tie later to the .State Hoard of Health to
be examined far tuberculosis bacilli, and
were found.
"My mother died from Consumption
when' 1 was about two years old.
"I make this statement so that others
miiv learn of the won lerful merits of
I regard my rccov
Minimi's Alterative.
erv as being niraoulous."
JAS. SQVlKV.s.
iSi'Tiied AlUtavit)
Kckman's Alterative is effective in BronThroat and
Kever:
chitis. Asthma, Hay
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
contain
not
Doin
ophites
poisons,
system.
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Kckuian
eviLaboratory, Philadelphia, Ph., for more am'
dence. For sale by all leading druggists

es

Would Be Good Scheme Here.
sanitary lodging house or dormi
tory with a well stocked kindling
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
yard attached: and a reading and Vij Zook's Pharmacy.
anta V.
Two souls came down beside the rest room far the unemployed where
AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
4LFALFA SEED.
nersons with work to be done can ni SUFFRAGETTE FIRES SHOT
bank
With sundry sighs and moans;
ways reach them by telephone, is the
INTO COLONIAL OFFICE.
thoroughly
practical
The name of one of them was Smith, unioue and
Fe
The only exclusive rain house in
scheme proposed by Captain George Between Women Agitators and StrikThe other one was Jones.
B. Seeds of the Salvation Army as a
ing Coal Miners Premier is
of the problem of taking care
solution
Now Smith had seen his good wife
Busy Man.
of the hoboes and persons out of work
weep
in
Albuquerque.
Full many tears and sore,
(Ey Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Phone Black
Phone Black
London, March 1. The Suffragettes
But when he passed the salty flood
Prohibition Decreases Insanity.
made several violent demonstrations
It lapped his feet no more.
The superintendents of the insane in various parts of London. One womrehospitals and asylums in Kansas
an fired a revolver shot through the
Jones had not seen a tearful face
of
prohienforcement
the
that
port
window of the Colonial office but hurt
Nor yet a visage grave,
remarka
about
bition has brought
no one. Three other women stoned
Yet when he crossed the river grim
In 190),
able reduction in insanity.
the windows of the official residence
inIt drowned him in its wave.
the number of commitments for
of Premier Asquith, breaking three of
sanity numbered 62.4 for each hun- them.
Wherefore the moral of the tale
dred thousand persons, while last year
Mrs. Pankhurst Arrested.
Quite plain appears to be:
it was only 52.4 for eacn hundred
1.
the
London, March
Among
The things observed do not compare thousand persons.
In other words,
or sixty persons arrested was
fifty
With those we do not see.
through prohibition, some two hun- Mrs. Pankhurst. Several shop win(McLandburgh Wilson, in Chicago dred persons a year in Kansas escape
dows in Piccaouly were smashed by
the dreadful living death of insanity. women, and a score' or more of win-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

"O

H

IN G

LEO HERSCH

COA

Phone

If Its

14.

Hardware We Have

Yankee,
Oakdale.

'

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

LIVERY STABLE
Ffce Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Surries, Saddle Horses

A Buggies,

m

'Phone 9

When in Keed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RIGHT.

RATES

CHAS. CLOSSON

Bon Caspar Avenue

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

9

Record-Herald-

).

ffllMD TIE

Mp

Appointed Deputy District Attorney.
Harold B. Jamison, formerly in the
forest service, has qualified as assistant district attorney for Bernalillo
county.
Fell Twenty Feet.
E. Romero, Jr., of Albuquerque, sustained a broken arm and severe cuts
and bruises, through a twenty foot
fall from a swinging platform, on
which he was standing while painting
a sign.
He Must Pay Alimony.
Because he failed to pay $20 a
month alimony and costs of suit to
Maria Catalano, his divorced wife, V.
G. Catalano was
arrested at Albuquerque and hauled before Judge Reynolds.
Searching for His Father.
Floyd E. Robertson, a young Penn- sylvanian, has arrived in Albuquerque
in search of his father, James E.
Robertson, who came to New Mexico
four years ago and who disappeared
about two years ago.

Witness for Defense Under Cloud.
Samuel Lyle, held for the murder
of Ira Carr at Albuquerque, was to
have been the chief witness for the
defense in the murder case against
Theodore Goulet. accused of killing
Policeman Alexander Knapp.

TO

All
5)

VP

JUC
Checks

Parts

of The World

MntlPV and 'nconvenience y Purchasing Weils

iUUHCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
and Foreign Money Orders

Drunkenness Leads to Divorce.
Mrs. Atoche Romero filed suit for
divorce at Albuquerque against her
husband, Jose Romero, charging habitual drunkenness.
Romero is said to
The woman asks
be at Magdalena.
for custody of a seventeen year old

dows shattered 'n stores in
the
SHORTS ON STOCK EXStrand, the Haymarket, Oxford CirCHANGE ARE COVERING. cus and Bona Street.
A massive window of the Canadian
office
London Coal Strike Causes Uneasiness Pacific Railroad
at Charing
Cross was shattered.
But Market Closed
The women
wreckers were scattered over a wide
Strong.
area. The spec'al police reserves at
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Scotland Yard .iave been called out.
New York, March 1. Further covering today of shorts on the Stock Ex- W. A. WOOD RESIGNS AS
change was induced by cables from
POSTMASTER AT LOVING.
London announcing an adjournment
next
until
conference
of the coal
He is Accused of Shooting and Kill
Tuesday. In financial circles this was
ing James W. Donaldson, Jr.,
accepted as pointing to a compromise
a Young Farmer.
in that situathiiCarlsbad, N. M., March 1. James
A rise in General Electric and Sears, W. Donaldson, Jr., was shot and killed
Roebuck was attended by rumors of late last
night at Loving by W. A.
increased
or extra dividends for Wood. No details are obtainable as
re-those stocks. Material gains were ; Wood will not talk. There has been
stricted to the less active or more ob- bad blood between the two men for
scure issues on the market leaders ex- some time, but no one expected seritending their rise to a full point dur- ous trouble. Donaldson was shot in
ing the early session.
the breast with a shot gun. W. A.
Losses of two to four points were Wood has been postmaster at Loving,
made by Colorado & Southern second but resigned two
days ago. Donaldpreferred, Westinghouse Electric first son was a farmer just east of town,
preferred, Virginia Iron, Nashville, where he resided with his father.
Chattanooga and St. Louis and others
Ralph Grandi has bought forty acres
of that group. Louisville and Nash- of land near Otis and
began at once
ville and Atlantic Coast line were to
improve it. He intends to build a
conspicuously strong.
substantial residence and make the
Bonds were steady and the market place a
permanent home.
closed strong.
The rain and snow last Sunday
New York Central's rise in the last though not
put the lands in
hour was coincident with the com- fair conditionheavy,
to plow and the' farmof
Janfor
statement
pany's
earnings
ers are busy all over the Carlsbad prouary, which contrasted favorably with ject. Water will be turned into the
the showing made by some of the west- canals in the near future.
ern and
lines. The
The land agents are organizing an
Hill issues joined in the upward moveexchange and will join the Pecos Wa
ment, despite northern Pacific adverse ter Users' Association and the Com
returns for January.
mercial Club in the big boosting
movement now being started. The
water users are paying in their as
REVOLUTIONARY POT
BOILING IN SAN SALVADOR. sessment levied for publicity and the
club is circulating subscription lists
Jcse Maria Valladares Crosses Hon- - to raise their part of the boosting
tund.
duran Border With Sixty

This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head.

iT.MHK.

S., Canada, Mexico

U.

ancoayntr!esifn

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j

-.

j

J.

Masonic Lodges at Fort Sumner.
At Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county,
temporary organization has been effected of a Masonic lodge with Arthur
E. Curren as worshipful master; J. CBurnham, senior warden; J. P. Lovelace, junior warden; and R. P.
Brooks, secretary.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

Sixth Victim of Scholle Wreck.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN

LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY

FIRST-CLAS- S

Also

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

Phooe Main

CARRIAGE,

J.

139

R. CREATH,

AUTOMOBILE,

SIGN
PAINTING

Mirr Silve,ing,JSATISFACTI0N
and Brass

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

AND

Euh'ng

RIGS.

GUAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAtiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

The sixth victim of the fatal Scholle
on Novem
wreck on the Belen cut-of- f
ber 21st last Fireman Charles M.
Schmidt died yesterday morning at
St. Joseph's hospital,
Albuquerque,
where he had been a patient since
the accident.
Mrs. C. H. Woodford.
Mrs. C. H. Woodford, aged 45 years,
wife of Captain C. H. Woodford, master of a vessel on the Great Lakes,
and who came to Albuquerque last
November from Cleveland, Ohio, passed away at 9 a. m. yesterday, at her
Albuquerque residence, death being
due to a complication of diseases. The
husband and daughter. Miss Ruth, a
university student, were with her at

Imperial Laundry READ for PROFIT
For
Work
Best Laundry

Use for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIDNEYS.
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INPhooe Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
exercise a permanent benefit.
New
Mexican
want
ad.
a
I they
Try
TONIO IN ACTIO
QUICK IN RI8ULTI
b ingf result!.
For tale bi all drvgglsu.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

"

.

GORMLEY'S

..- A
Jf
.J me
uon i consider
cost,

f

r ,:

ii you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
The price will
see us about it.
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

NORMAN

MACK

KEPT

HOME BY ILLNESS,
Conference of Officers of Democratic
National Committee Is
Postponed.

ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE SANTA FE CLUB
The annual meetine of the Santa Fe
Club will be held at the club house on
Monday, March 4th, 1912, at 8 o'clock
p. m. A full attendance is requested,
Business, election of officers and com'
mittees for the ensuing year.
R. J. PALEN, President.
Dated March 4.

list

testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY

Address:

&

Cp.,

Toledo, Ohio.

Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Taka Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

FE.

STORE, SANTA

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK

fflJONESn.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Or-

Or. Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

AVENUE
MONTEZUMA
Near A. T. 4 8. F. Depot,
Telephone 85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

)VE AR AGENTS

rOP

Harcoupt &. Co.
INCOB

P

O RATED

LOUISVILLE. KY.
THE LEADING STATIONERS AD.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS FOR,

ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS, PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
ISTATIONERY
ETC. May be left with us with, the, assurance lhat the

$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and ft
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving
the patient
j
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers tSat they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
of

MERCHANDISE

GENERAL

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Men.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, March 1.
Jose Maria Valladares, a Honduran
revolutionary belonging to Amapala
yesterday crossed the San Salvador
frontier into Honduras with sixty men
and captured the border town Arame- cina. There were only five Honduran
soldiers in Aramecina when the revolutionaries appeared". The Honduras
government is rushing troops to the
scene and expects to suppress the outbreak in a few days.
It is probable that Valladares will
be captured as he has only a small
following and is virtually a political
outlaw in both San Salvador and Honduras. Several leading men here
have been arrested. They had in
their possession what are alleged to
be compromising documents.
Reports
had been received that General Jose
Maria Valladares who formerly was
commandant of Amapala and recently
was imprisoned in Tegucigalpa in connection with a revolutionary plot was
preparing another raid but it was ex
pected ne would cross the frontier at
some other spot.

Iff

Why Import Mineral Water ?

-

daughter.
TfcrLfHout

Pnone 14

It.

Better Farming in New. Mexico.

45

SAWED WOOD

Calf up

Q

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Dawson,

333 HICKOX STREET,

f

I

SYOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,"
UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWAR E FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LI KE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
BUSINESS.

R. J. CRICHTON

PiTedar,

C

O Cl&SVS

LS

Santa

g

45

A

1, 191

,

worK whetv completed will marK the user
ment of the most discriminating taste.

as Correct and

meet every reguire.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
"THE QUALITY SHOP,"
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

Buggies and Saddle Horses-

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE.

:::

THEODORE CORRICK,

-

Prop'r.

.

Phone Black 132.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.

WOODY S HACK

LIE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Below F. Andrews Store.
Two
Doors
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Meals 25 cents.
Regular
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Chicago, 111., March 1. Word was
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
the north bound train and arrives at
received by Roger C. Sullivan, naAll
Hours.
at
Short Orders
Taos at 7 p. m.
tional Democratic committeeman, to- NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
WEEK
THE
$5.00
BY
BOARD
Ten miles shorter than any other
Norman
that
E.
day,
Mack, chairman
flacks and good
of the committee, who was expected
way. Good cover
EXPRESS LINE.
French Noodle Order TOc. a disa.
Kmw Yrk Chop Suey BOc. teams. Far 95.00 round trip. Teams
here today for a conference, would
furnished commere'tl men to take In
not be able to keep the engagement.
50166
Mr. Mack is Indisposed.
The conferTry a Now Mexican "Want Ad. It the surrounding towns. Win fcnbvdo
Station.
Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon. firings results.
ence hag been postponed.

Phone Black

FrtlDAV, MARCH

1911
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Profit!

No

LOCAL

SINGERS

FRUIT GROWING

PRODUCE OPERA

FOHJTf

SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR

Have Your Easter Suit

Would you rather be the log inert,
powerless, without will, without purpose, or

MADE BY THE

THE CURRENT

Capital Tailors

IS PERMANENT ORGANIZATION

Save From

$10.00 to $15.00

is like
Trade-Mar-

Here

k

sea-a- ir

bracing,

vigorating, giving out
and health.

in-

tonic-lif- e

ALL DRUGGISTS

THE FORUM
Should Advertise in New this country.
We all know that immigration .from
Mexican.
To the Editor, Santa Fe New Mexican. other points in no way hurts a coun'
Dear Sir I hope you will grant me try and in many ways is of greatest
a little space in your paper to express benefit in as much as it brings in new
a few of my personal views on Santa capital, new blood and new thoughts
and ideas which prevent the stagnaFe.
When Mrs. Biskind and myself tion which is caused by lack of encame here about six weeks ago to seek ergy.
the healthy climate of your city for a I have noticed another thing which
long needed rest we arrived about 4 I am at a loss lo understand and
s
is why most of your American popu
a m. After waiting for
of an hour for a hack, we were lation patronize to so large an extent
taken to the hotels and found that we eastern mail order houses instead of
cculd not get accommodations. After patronizing your home
merchants.
wandering around town w:e at last This would indicate that you are not
fair even to each other. We in the
were able to secure accommodations
in a private home.
jeast keep very strongly to the axiom.
we We ssnent four davs in eoine around "0ne nand washes the other." we
town looking for.suitable lodgings and nave almost forgotten the foolish idea
are
suitable means, but I am sorry tOlmlL """B" "'aue in uermany
sav that we found neither. It is true tetter than the things made at home.
not do likewise? Labor
" u0
prices. that a few of your leading citizens here
is a good deal cheaper than in
tried to secure a place for us on a
farm where we could find suitable the east, and you can easily and safe- tne east.
quarters, but you have no farmers in!1 ompeie
seem
be so
the vicinity where such quarters! Open hotels and restaurants,
be obtained.
(courage immigration and maintain it,
mixed
Luckily on the fourth or fifth day Patronize home industries and above
be tolerant and Santa Fe will grow,
we happened to stray in to thi Cham-a- "
ber of Commerce office where we As things are now the chances are
the capitol will be moved to a live
were told that there was a good sana-!tha- t
torium in the vicinity where a
growing city for according to the
son could get a good meal and rest. census Santa Fe has not been growThis in itself I suppose is nothing ing at all and it is certainly not. the
new
to people of Santa Fe. It is prob- fault of the home or healthseekers.
Also
ably of frequent occurrence to visitHoping I have not tread on any ones
ors here, but the question and its ""orns," I am,
.good.
moral lesson which occurs to me in
Respectfully yours,
this connection is, why in those four
I. J. BISKIXD, M. D.,
days had no one of all the three or;
Cleveland, Ohio.
four dozen people I met mentioned
the name of Sunmount Sanatorium lo!
HELPFUL HINTS ON HAIR
me. I am not trying to advertise Sun- mount in your own city, but it is
conceivable to me why an institution!
HEALTH
of this character should be totally
ignored when we in the east in cities
and Hair Troubles Generally
with a population of half a million Scalp
Caused by Carelessness.
would go far out of our way to get an
Dandruff is a contr;ious disease
institution of this kind.
Who converted the little city ot caused by a microbe which aiso proBattle Creek, Michigan, into a thriv- duces baldness. Never use a comb or
brush belonging to some one else. No
ing city of 20,000 inhabitants if not
its sanitarium. What have like insti- matter how cleanly the owner may be,
tutions done for Mt. Clemraens. Michi- these articles may be infected with
which will infect your
gan, Cambridge Springs, Pa., and hun- microbes,
scalp. It is far easier to catch hair
dreds of other cities like these.
I was told that one of your leading microbes than it is to get rid of them,
citizens expressed himself to the ef- and a single stroke of an infee'ed
fect that Santa Fe does not want any comb or brush may well lead to baldhealthseekers here, but now my dear ness. Never try on anybody else's
Mr. Leading Citizen, why not estab- hat. Many a
is a resting
lish a quarantine at the outskirts cf place for microbes.
Santa Fe?
If you ..appen to be troubled with
When nature has given you plenty dandruff, itching scalp,
falling hair or
of sunshine and good fresh air, why baldness, we have a
remedy which
all
let
those poor wretches from the we believe will
relieve
completely
east come here and polute it and U3e these
troubles. We are so sure of this
it up? Why not bottle it and sell it
that we offer it to you with the unwholesale?
This is the most outit will cost you nothrageous expression I have ever heard derstanding that
from a man possessing some intelli- ing for the trial if it does not produce
the results we claim. This remedy is
gence.
You do want healthseekers because called Rexall "93" Hair Tonic. We honature has made provision for health nestly believe it. to be the most scienhere, and because those healthseekers tific remedy for scalp and hair troubring you their money and leave it bles, and we know of nothing else
you
behere. They get well, settle, increase that equals it for effectiveness,
your population and your commerce, cause of the results it has producea
or after leaving with you their money in thousands of cases.
die and are buried in only four yards
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is devised
is
of your unirrigated ground which they to banish dandruff, restore natural
dif- help to fertilize. I hope you do not color when its loss has been brought
begrudge this to them my dear Mr. about by disease and make the hair
Leading Citizen. Do you people real- naturally silky, soft and glossy. It
of
in
ize that 75 per cent of the American does
this because it stimulates the
of
? population of your city are or were hair follicles, destroys the germ mathealthseekers?
about a free, healthy
ter, and
do
see Have you people an idea as to the circulationbrings
of the blood, which nouresult of the expression of the
rishes the hair roots, causing them
"Leading Citizen" should same find to
tighten and grow new hair. We
its way into the eastern press?
want everybody who has any trouble
Why, we healthseekers are welcome with hair or
scalp to know that we
to Albuquerque, Silver City, Las
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is
and some other real cities where think that
too we are even given reduced rates the best hair tonic and restorative in
no one should scoff at
on the railroad!
How times change. existence, and
China is demolishing Its wall. Santa or doubt this statement until they
Fe is building a new one around itself. have put our claims to a fair test,
A few years ago you barred a rail- with the understanding that they pay
road from your city, now you want to us nothing for the remedy if it does
bar the healthseeker. Who is to be not give full and complete satisfac
tion in every particular. Two sizes,
next?
I am not voicing only my own per- 50 cents and $1.00. Remember, you
sonal views, but those of hundreds can obtain Rexall Remedies In Santa
and thousands of people, to whom Fe only at our store The Rexall
this country would be a blessing and Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232
Next Door to First National BankBId
they certainly would be a blessing to San Francisco St.
Sunmount
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The nobbiest patterns and
the nicest materials
have yet been able to put
into a suit at these
Classy new browns that

'u

popular just

now, in stripes,
and combination
Pretty grays and
tans in various
blue serges,

d

effects.

popular
shades.

per-!an- d

always

in-- 1

hat-ban- d

Would
like to get a
suit made to your meas
ure that different from
the ordinary suits a
ference quality style,
genius in the cutting
not fail to
Then
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CAPITAL

TAILORS

East Side of Plaza,

HIES

Forty Trained Voices. Plan to Union League Club of Chicago
Bring Great World Singers
Always Stood for Civic

Scotftf's

Til
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EXPULSION OF EDWARD
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HEALTH OR DISEASE
Health gives one the
spirit of the current.
Your duty to your family
to vourself. is to keeo
nerves nourished, hlnntl
pure, muscles strong,

And Vou Will Surely

Bowels are Basis
of Child Health
IN

Santa Fe Choral Society Will Movement That Is Gaining
Soon Present "The
Headway in Eastern Population Centers
Holy City."

vigorous the pulse of life
urging constantly onward?
VITALITY OR INERTIA

swift-flowin-
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The cuvki! mother, who watches
Iclos' ly the physical peculiarities of
her children, will soon discover that
the most important thing in connection with a child's constant good
health is to keep the bowels regularly open. Sluggish bowels will be followed by loss of appetite, restlessness during sleep, irritability and a
dozen and one similar evidences of
physical disorder.
At the first sign of such disorder
give the child a toaspooni'ul of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on
retiring and repeat the dose the following night if necessary more than
that will scarcely be needed. Vou
will find that the child will recover
its accustomed good spirits at once
and will eat and sleep normally.
This remedy is a vast improvement
over salts, cathartics, laxative waters
and similar things, which are altogether too powerful for a child. The

homes

of Mrs.

V..

S. Griffin.

S.uuly,

I'tah, and Mrs. Clara Mcintosh,
supplied
Colo., are always
with Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and
with them, as with thousands of others, there is no substitute for this
It is really more
grand laxative.
than a laxative, for it contains superior tonic properties which help to
tone and strengthen the stomach, liver and bowels so that after a brief
use of it all laxatives can be dispensed with and nature will do its own
work.

Anyone wishing to make a trial of
ihis remedy before baying it in the
Chicago, March 1. That fruit growing now is a city man's new vocation
regular way of a druggist at fifty
was shown by the number of Chicago
cents or one dollar a large bottle
men who have been enrolled in the
ta family sizei can have a sample botshort course in horticulture at tile
tle sent to the home free of charge
Michigan
agricultural college this
by si iii ply addressing Dr. W. B. Cald-v- .
year, a former superintendent of the
ell, to.") Washington St., Monticello.
II!.
big steel plant of the mist at South
Your name and address on a posChicago being one in the class. Other
tal card will do.
members included nearly as many
from city business life as from farming and fruit growing. One was a fering with the normal use of the air- crisis and lo disclose the serious rechemist, and concrete inspector, an- brakes. They are so constructed that sults to the women and children for
other a mechanic, a third a clerk, a they can be placed any distance out whom the most of
the insurance
fourth a salesman and a fifth a teach- from the engine or car and at any been
provided involved in the "war on
er. There also were enrolled a civil
height. One of the pistons is used foi widows." "If is not to be supposed
engineer, a merchant and a student automatically stopping the train or that the mass of
humanity will undei- of the general agricultural course
car, while the other is to operate t!i st.uld technical points of life ins,
who was specializing on fruit. The
register and whistle signal to an ance. said one authority, "but if is
fruit growers who took the course nounce approach to any danger point.
pitiful to see men making a war on
were particularly seeking information These
are actuated by station- the very thing that is essential to the
pistons
more
how
at first hand on
to make
ary trips, of sluing steel, and attach- payment of fraternal insurance certifmoney out of the crops they grow, fo;' ed to a tie. They are in the form of icates. No
society can pay out more
in recent years tne bonanza
protits a crescent, so designed that if a snow-plo- n.oncy than it takes in, that is evident
have resulted from varieties that
goes over them they go down and some of the big societies are now
brought higher prices on the markets to "clear" but spring back to the prop-- '
raping a whirlwind in the refusal of
than the old favorites, Baldwins", r height lo trip the piston on th members
to assent to higher rates
Northern Spys and Spitzenbergs. Apengine or car if needed. When the than have heretofore been charged.
ples that retail for fifteen, twenty anil piston which applies the brakes comes The
membership for years was lold
even seventy-fivcents apiece have in contact with the
it blows a that no higher rates were necessary
as far eclipsed the kind that are sold whistle in the cab of trip
engine and
but this was not then and is not now
by the bushel and barrel as the
stops the train by service in accordance with the facts.'
outclassed the unsprayed
sprayed
On a trolley car it cuts oi'f
Drumbeats of Civil War.
fruit. The city men have had no! braking.
the current first, blows a whistle,
small part in the fruit growing that and
Drumbeats of civil war days are
stops the car, by
automatically
echoed by the Union League
has netted hundreds of dollars per service
club's
braking. This stop piston can
acre. Growers of Delicious and of be used at all
declaration
of purpose which the exa
where
danger points,
King David apples have the high profis necessary or a full stop pulsion of Edward Hines has brought
it records, many orchards of those required.
again into discussion, for the club
was organized in the days when regivarieties having come into bearing in
War on Their Own Widows.
ments marched
recent years and upset previous recthrough
Chicago
the
as
own
widows,"
"War on their
on the way "to the front." The
ords by the phenomenal
returns in
have char- streeis
commissioners
insurance
received.
money which the growers
primary purpose of the club was to
opposition to necessary aid in the
horticultural society acterized the
Consequently
preservation of the Union
ny
in rates of contribution
increases
"and to defend and protect the integconventions are now enlivened
by
socieinsurance
of
fraternal
and perpetuity of this nation."
eager questioning as to the points members
as re- rity
The second thing mentioned in its
which have put them into a class by ties, has assumed grave aspects
in Chicago
themselves like the Hale and Elbert a sult of thelli convention Wnnillllpn
the
of historic declaration, with which
'
However the planting of
peaches.
"To incul
of country rung, was this:
which
at
America
readjustment
cate a higher appreciation of the value
the old varieties is still enormous. The
rates was decided upon. Similar op- and sacred
discovery of fruit as the solution of
obligations of American
where
in
states
farms of New position has appeared
the problem of worn-ou- t
citizenship; to maintain the civil ami
uniform
for
bill
Mobile
the
regulation
political equality of all citizens in evEngland has made that region the of
fraternal societies has been under ery section
center of the orchard planting boom,
of our common country,
inot
state
heads
The
consideration.
and to aid in the enforcement of all
this being attributed to low freight
or
where
that
surance
departments
laws enacted to preserve the purity of
rates and the necessity of using the
Everywhere! similar bills have been enacted have the ballot box."
land more profitably.
"
su""
the ordinary varieties are planted but
without the possibility," authorities! ties that the safeguard against any
CALL FOR BIDS FOP: BRIDGE?""
rates would
Rav "that thev will or can comnete 'Sh finance or inadequate
Bids are invited for the construci
protec-tfor
the
be
enforced
effectively
with those which are of exceptional,
tion of a bridge across the Arroyo
tion of the beneficiaries of the insif- o,t on at th tii.tnn
Tenorio, Don Gasoar avenue.
Plans
societies
Those
certificates.
ance
Drainage of Swamp Lands.
and specifications mav be insnertprf at
which have resolutely readjusted their
Drainage of swamp lands has sprung Mil in a npnrt n i with npfimrinl - the office of the mayor of the city of
one ui u.e
Santa Fe. Bids will be opened on
W nrst
importance as
ibeg are steadilv g.,ininK
March 1. 1912, at 3 p. m. The city (rin national party platforms of withstandi
in.
that bargain conter
1912, reports to Chicago headquarters surance offered b the
so. eserves the right to reject any or all
insurgeut
bids.
of the presidential candidates having
jes which anj opnogIng ..the ,.f.
shown the strategic, value politically L.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
in
ma,
mnpHt,nn
owing to the demand for reclamation. the fraternal world. With outstand- Attest:
Mayor.
T P. DELGADO. Clerk.
see in
Republicans and Democrats
to widows and orphans
ing
promises
this plank the means to win votes, amounting to nine billion dollars,
particularly in the south and middle which promises can only be kept if
west, where millions of acres await sufficient money is collected
from
LUMBERMEN'S
draining. The Socialists are impatient members, the reform of rates is reat anv delays in a drainage program quired to prevent disaster to fraternal
ASSOCIATION
This view is confirmed by a letter insurance in general, a menace which
of
from E. J. Watson, commissioner
the old time insurance companies
agriculture in South Carolina, to the have been pleased to observe. Evei.v
MEETING,
said:
National Drainage Congress. He
effort is being put forth by the legisla"It may be of interest to you to know tive committee of the National
FraALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
that in visiting the governors and o' t- ternal Congress and the Associated
MARCH l.'ilHIIIi, 1912.
the
ier officials of eleven states in
Fraternities of America to prevent a
south and southwest, and taking unj
1
the matter of Drainage Congress wirh
them, I found a most hearty response
Relieves
of
ARRH
From all stations in New Mexico
along all the line and there is every
indication that every one of the states
BLADDER
Dates of Sale, Mar. II, 12, 13.
referred to will have a strong and
HERBERT CORNELL WANTS
and all
at the New Ordelegation
Return
in
Limit, March 16th, 1912.
HIS SALARY PAID
Discharges
For
leans meeting of the congress.
Alabama
24HOURS;
For particulars, apply to
Is Now at National Capital With Unit instance. Governor O'Neal of
ca pi' tile beam the i
of
and Commissioner
Agriculture
nunc
S
ed States Civil Service
any Santa Fe agent- of (Mi
Kolb, have promised to see that AlaCommission.
couiiteifvits.
well
in
line and is
bama is thoroughly
il. S. LUTZ, Al.. SANTA FE, N.St.
nil rn"i
S(ld
represented. The same thing is true
March
Denver,
Colo.,
Treasurer Roady Kenehan at last of Governors Brown of Georgia and
will have to tell why he refuses to Kitchin of North Carolina and their
honor warrants for the state civil respective commissioners of agriculand so with all of the other states.
service commission. A petition for a ture
- have never
attempted to do any prewrit of mandamus against him was
filed by Phillip Cornell, former secre liminary work looking to the success
an undertaking as we have in
in district of such
tary of the commission,
eourt. Cornell is a young lawyer who hand which has met with such univera few years ago resided at Santa Fe, sal approbation in the south as this.
Xew Mexico, coming west with his As far as I can see the congress in
'
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
New Orleans in April will be one ot
mother from Philadelphia.
In the magazines
tl; shoe that has
the
Scout"
most
"Boy
and
IWl
the
representative
largest
The outcome of the suit probably
3I Jtfr
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
will directly affect the payment
of and I trust one of the most effective
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a lSMr
the vouchers of employes in all penal gatherings ever held in this country."
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
Shoe now in town and ready for your nspection.
s
institutinnc nf thp state Vouchers fni i The New Orleans meeting referred to
big convention of the
t.11
oiaic cuii.rii- t,ctuuui,7
at
April
tiary employes are now bang held up Drainage Congress
which the undercurrent of sentiment
"Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
by iState Auditor M. A. Leddy because
made for rouh and tumble wear. They outwear
the civil service commission has not will find expression that the drainage
two or three pairs of ordinary shoes. Just
of 7.1,000,000 acres of needed land is
ticket for baseball, running, jumping or
approved them, as required by law. too
a
matter
for
further
postponebig
ar.y outdoor sport. Every boy wno bus
Before the suit is determined the Febment.
Seen them is crazy for a pair.
ruary pay of workers in all the penal
il
10 lo
Train Stop Probim.
Little
ij!
institutions will probably be similarly
I to SC S2.50
ire
A solution of the train stop probaa(j Black
tied up.
Big Eoy' tniltn'l-Su- 6t
It is claimed in the Cornell suit that lem may be haft during the conventhe warrant which Kenehan would not tions of the Railway Signal and the
honor because he refused to recog Maintenance of Way Associations in
nize Cornell, is legal and valid under Chicago during March, the railroad
The soles are made from Elk Sole
your stockings and hurt your feet.
two acts of the legislature. One cre men having asked C. F. Ross to show
Leather the toughest and best solo
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
most healthful shoes you could buy.
leather there is. Our secret process
ated the auditing board, which trans the service use of several simple detwo
from
wear
The
them
soles are put on so good you
of tannage makes
ferred a fund of $1,700 from the emerg- vices which are regarded as practical
can't pull them loose no matter how
to three times as longas common soles.
of
train
safeguards
great iniportanco.
ency fund for the commission's bene
And they're the best shoe you could
tough you are.
Just tell your folks about them, boys.
These devices are said to include mefit, and the other created the emerg
get for your feet, too. They're made
and
for
feet
feel
They'll want you to have a pair.
growing
especially
chanical protection for switches, track
ency fund of $6,000.
fine the minute you put them on. The
Maybe your pz will want a pair, too.
It was a warrant on the $1,700 fund trips operated either with manual or
Elk Skin Leather
Ask him to bring you in and look at
tippers areasmade from
soft as gloves.
There
them himself. He'll be just as deand are
for $125, a little less than a month's electrical block signals which actuate
are no linings to rip apart, tear lighted as you are.
pay for Cornell, that was presented the air brakes without emergency
"You get a Swastika"
to Kenehan. Cornell is now in Washjolts, and cab signals which indicae
Good Luck Charm
ington, D. C, where he has accepted the location of a train for the benefit
with every pair of "Boy
a position with the national civil serv- of engine crews in bad weather. From
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
Inthe
Mr.
Ross
details
to
of
W.
like
in
submitted
ice commission.
this
corner
the
ad, only it is bright
the
Greeley
Judge
picture
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
Commission and
Whitford issued an alternative writ of terstate Commerce
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
its board of experts some idea has
mandamus requiring Kenehan to
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right awayuf
in court on March 7 and show been obtained of the mechanism. On
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.
cause why a permanent mandamus the equalizer on the rear trucks of a
should not issue.
trolley car or tender of locomotive
two separate independent pistons are
New Mexican Want ads always connected with the air brakes to work
interbring results. Try it.
$
,tfM independently of and in no way

If the plans of the Santa Fe Choral
Society work out, the city will soon
have a musical feast in the presentation of Gaul's oratorio "The
Holy
City," a musical composition of rare
The society now numpossibilities.
bers forty trained voices and the number is growing
steadily. Regular
practice is held every Tuesday evenresidence
ing at Simon Nusbaum's
oil Washington Ave. and it is safe to
predict, after watching the enthusiastic work of the chorus, that the initial
production is going to be a grand success. The organization of the choral
society is a part of the extensive efforts being made by the citizens of
to entertain the leSanta Fe
gislators from every pan of the state
who will be the guests of the city
within a tew days.
This is not the sole object of the
society, however, as it is a permanent
organization that does not. intend to
stop in its efforts until the Ancient
City can boast of the greatest musi
cal organization in the Southwest.
The officers of the society are: Alfred
J. Teare, president; Miss Elsie Staley,
secretary; W. S. Pyott, treasurer, and
W. C. Wade, director.
The officers
are well known in Santa Fe as posmerit
sessing voices of exceptional
and the director is a graduate of the
of
Musical
Conservatory
Bethany
Lindsborg, Kansas, an institution that
compares favorably with the best
musical schools of the country. When
the organization finds itself financially able it will bring the great singers
or the world to Santa Fe, an ambition
that needs the encouragement and patronage of all the lovers of music of
the city. Great singers do not visit
the city now because a sufficient attendance cannot be guaranteed by the
manager oi the local play house. True
art cannot thrive without patronage
and Santa Fe must encourage the
best.
The members of the chorus and
the soloists with the parts they sing
follow:
First Soprano Mrs. William tCog-dell- ,
Miss Alberta J. Smith, Miss Amelia McFie, Miss Iva N. Ashton, Miss
Marion J. Bishop, Miss Maud Hancock
Miss Marie Green, Miss Ada Jane
Harvey, Miss Stella Sloan.
Second Soprano Mrs. H. S. Bowman, Miss Amie Wittman, Miss Helen
Knapp, Miss Nellie Nusbaum, Miss Elsie C. Staley, Miss Claribel Fischer,
Miss Lorina Hutson.
. .Contralto
Mrs. Nellie P. Crichton,
Mrs. F. H. McBride, Miss Ora Wade,
Mrs. N. E. Summers,
Miss Marion
Law, Miss Jean Law.
Tenor Alfred J. Teare, C.
L.
Bowlus. R. J. Crichton, Clarence C.
Pierce.
Bass Llewellyn Hall, Alan R. Mc- Cord, C. H. Wilson, W. S. Pyott, F.
H. McBride. The
ev. J. H. Shinier
Frank D. McBride, W. E. Fiske, Ralph
Sparks.
Soloists Miss Jessie Caroll, sopra
no; Miss Mary McFie, contralto; Al
fred J. Tear, tenor; W. C. Wade, director, baritone.
The date for the first appearance
has not yet been fixed, but it is an
nounced that it will not be more than
month distant.
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AND THEY WOULDN'T KEEP THE
PENNY LONG.

One thousand two hundred and
Socialists in Arizona have
issued their "defV- to 11,123 Democrats
and 9.16G Republicans and challenged
iheirt to "combat for the right."
"The right," as interpreted by 'lie
Socialistic leaders, is the organization
by ti e government at once, in connection with the postoffice department, o'i
safe deposits
"financial
exchanges,
and facilities for deposits of the savings of the people in small sums, and
that the national banking system be
abolished."
One of the attractive features of
Scrifclisra is that in its declaration of
principles it follows the Scotchman's
"When the
definition of metaphysics:
man that is talking dinna ken what
he is talking aboot, and when the
man that is listening dinna ken what
is said that's metaphysics."
What is meant by "organizing financial exchanges'' is not easily understood. Surely it cannot be intended
to organize government bucketshops,
where the adventurous clerk can buck
off his employer's money without in
terruption from the local myrmidons
of the law. What does it mean, anyhow?
It seems to have escaped the observation of the representatives of the
1247 Socialists of Arizona that postal
savings banks have been in operation
for some time.
The demand for the abolition of the
national banking system is the one
demand of the Ariclear, clean-cu- t
zona Socialists which everybody can
comprehend and which Congress will
do well to heed lest evil befall it.
When one remembers the injustice,
the oppression, the blood that has
been spilled, the widespread desola-tion that has been inflicted, the worn-en and children that have been rendered homeless and hungry, and the
stalwart men who have fled in their
agony to the nearest saloon because
of the measiy national banking system one is tempted to go with a shotgun to the nearest national bank and
abolish it after first negotiating a
short-tim- e
loan on the security of the
word of honor of a man and a
forty-seve-

'

n

1, 1912.

themselves heard, that long popular
government is incomplete and

E NEW MEXICAN
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Daily, per week by carrier
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The New Mexico State Democrat
correct when it says that the publicity
given applications for parole at the
penitentiary is commendable, but is
The other three quarter sections mistaken when it announces that thi
last
would double in value through the lis an innovation just introduced
month. Warden Cleofes Romero and
beone
of
that
farmer,
enterprise
cause the state was willing t(T sell his chief clerk, W. A. Bayer, inaugi;
type
him the quarter section he wants. rated the practice of sending
of lists of prisoners
The three remaining quarter sections written copies
Mexico news
are now worth $4,800 while the entire asking for parole to New
each
preceding
regularly,
papers,
section before wasn't worth $3,200.
meeting of the board that passes on
Suppose, anotner quarter section is the paroles. Publicity is a good thine
sold at $1000 and is similarly improv- even in prison affairs. The people
ed, and the half section remaining as want to know, and have a right 'o
the State property, again doubles in know, what their officials are planning
value because of the enterprise of the and doing.
two farmers, and can then be sold for
$C,400, so that the total proceeds TEXTILE STRIKE NEARS FINISH
from that section of land would be

BANK

NATIONAL

FIRST

Rev. Madison C. Peters, a more or
less sensational preacher in New
York, some time ago thundered from
the pulpit that the high cost of living
must be blamed on the retailers who
charge exorbitant profits and to prove
it. went into the grocery business. He
has returned to the pulpit, however,
after discovering that it is much easier
to earn his subsistence preaching
sensational sermons than it is selling
sugar at "enormous" profit to queru
lous customers over the counter, even
when those customers settle prompt
ly at the end of the month. The high
of
cost of living is the consequence
extravagance, not always paid by the
one who is extravagant, but paid by
some one nevertheless. Even witn
the aid of machinery, and with every
one working, there is a limit to
tne inof
average
production
dividual, and whoever spends above
that limit saddles a burden upon some
one else.

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING. INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and;
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

R.

J.

PALEN,

J.

President.

B. READ.

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

ng

Assistant Cashier.

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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j

$S,800, of which $3,C0O would be unearned increment for the state, the
total sum to be placed in the permanent fund bearing more than five per
cent interest, or fully $450 a year,
while from the leasing of the same
land, the State would probably derive
only $20 a year, and after a hundred
years, the land would still be naught
else but grazing land.
But the profit to the State from selling that section of land does not
stop there. The four farmers on
those four sections pay taxes on an
assessment, probably of $10,000, taxes
of which the state gets $100 a year,
the county 100, the school district
$50 and special funds $50 more, altogether $300. Those four families contribute to traffic and tonnage for railof good roads
roads, are advocates
and good government, buy their supplies at the nearest store, support
churches and lodges and altogether
are worth more to anp commonwealth
as citizens and builders,
than any
measly section or ten sections of graz- A
4V.n n..K
ir.tr Inrtr. ...ill n Un
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20th Century Kids

ELK'S

0PERA HOUSE
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How About That Fire Insurance?

ADMISSION, 10 AND 15 CENTS.
YUAN

WHY

SHI KAI LOSES CONTROL.
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HE FAILED.

One.)

from Page One)

there does not ca.i for a reply, according to the opinion expressed in
authoritative quarters here, as it was
merely communicated to the powers
It is pointed
for their information.
out that France's attitude n regard to
China is one of neutrality and calls

He did not know how to advertise.
He did not keep up with the

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

but the struggle later developed a demand for fifteen per cent advance in
MOULTON-ESP- E
times.
wages, the abolition of the premium
He tried to do everything
system, and double pay for overtime.
Lawrence, Mass., March 1. The
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
:
GENERAL AGENTS.
He tried to save by hiring
executive committee of the Industrial
the
between
powaccord
absolute
for
i
in
'd
was
which
Workers of the World,
cheap help.
His word could not be de- - S ers before any action whatever is taksession for an hour today voted to
en.
recommend that the strikers refuse
pended upon.
No loan, either to the imperialists
uaMass
IV!UICU
cent.
BOICIM
B.
UUII
five
of
nC
advance
an
per
or the republicans will be made beleSS
meetings probably will be called to
fore the constitution ha3 become staHe strangled his progress by
consider developments.
cheese-parinble and the rebellion has been ended.
economy.
Union Insists on Demands.
AND
After that there will be no individHe did not have the ability to
1. The
Lawrence, Mass., March
ual loans, but an accord ofihe powers
multiply himself in others.
He did not think it worth
general strike committee of the Industo assure guarantees and divide
trial Workers voted to insist on their
while to look after little things.
the advantages.
equally
He ruined his capacity for
Now Under the Same Managemen
original demands, namely, a wage inSanta Fe, New Mexico.
crease of 15 per cent, double pay for
larger things by burying himself
MISSOURI SUPREME COURT
overtime work, the abolition of the f, in aeian.
REFUSES WRIT OF OUSTER. The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
He never learned that it is the
premium system, and no discrimina ijj
tion against strikers. The committee ' liberal policy that wins in busi- en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Wabash and Iron Mountain Railroads,
also voted to insist that J. J. Ettor & ness building.
and Transit Companies
Express
and Giovannitti, strike leaders now in if
THOS. DORAN,
His first success made him
Large Sample Rooms.
May Stay.
and he got
jail, awaiting action on charges of be
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
"swelled head."
ing accessories to murder, be released.
Jefferson City, Mo., March 1. The
He thought he could save the
A committee of the strikers went to
Missouri supreme court today denied
.
,
Boston to meet the mill owners.
money which his competitors
the writ of ouster asked by the state
Another Big Mill Raises Wages.
Which is the better policy for the
against the Missouri Pacific, Iron
,
his
was
He
always running
Mountain and Wabash railroads, the
To hold that secstate therefore?
Lawrence, Mass., March 1. Notices
With him times
down.
business
and
the
Facific Express Company,
tion indefinitely or to sell it to home of an advance in wages on March 4,
were hard and money tight;
American Refrigerator Transit Com
were posted in all the cotton mills of
makers?
Meals 25c- & uNight.5
"
business
only
just
pany.
the Pacific corporation today. The
He was pessimistic, and all
Electric Lights
Hot & Cold Baths.
Pacific mills in Lawrence employ more
Furnished rooms in connection.
his employes caught the contaSANTA FE IS BEING AROUSED.
Lost in Snow Storm Forty friends
than 5,000 operatives, and with the
atmoswhole
the
gion, making
G. Ll'PE HERRERA, Prop
Arrangements have been perfected, plant at Dover, N. H., is one of the
v.
and relatives of Dionicio Sanchez, a 222 San Francisco Street
::
phere of his establishment deso it is reported, to make Santa Fe a
counare
cotton
in
concerns
the
the
country
beating
freighter,
largest
creasing.
town during the legislative try. The amount of the advance was
northeast of Las Vegas in Oe vicinity
He put men at the head of de
session. It is the blackest eye the not given.
of the La Cueva and
re- - 3 o: the junction
of
in
or
posts
partments
Capital could give itself at such a
San Ignacio roads in an effort to find
'S sponsibility
who lacked execu- brother.
time. It would disgust all decent
the man's body. Sanchez, wliile in
2 tive ability and the qualities of
FRANKLIN'S ACT WAS
After this prelude of assault upon j legislators and all respectaule
company with several other freightleadership.
DAMNABLE.
national banking system the rep- - tors. It would not pay in dollars and
He could plan, but could not
ers, became lost od vhe road from this
resentatives of the 1247 Socialists of cents. It would rob the merchants
execute, and he did not know
city to his home in La Cueva SaturContinued .rom Fags One.
Arizona in convention assembled give of what is due them at the end of each
$ human nature well enough to
day night during the heavy
voice to a grander lay. They "demand month. It would make the new state
surround himself with efficient
lis for the hearing set for March 12.
the enactment of laws establishing a
lieutenants.
throughout the Erst, so
reinstituted
has
The
government
the collective ownership by the people that people who have been brougnt
He did not think It worth S Have You Furnished Rooms to Rent?
cases 5
of all means of production and distri- up in decency and hold high moral moval proceedings in several
to compare his business
while
A little campaign Want advertising
Five or six of the defendants admit
bution."
with that of his more successful
standards would taboo New Mexico as their names are the same as those
in the New Mexican will keep the in
There you have it, you 20.2S9 Ari- they would a commonwealth
competitors, or to study their
where
come trom your lurnisned rooms
but
in the indictment,
methods. Shears.
zona voters Democrats and Republi- bubonic plague or yellow fever are mentioned
$
from lapsing. The classified columns
wantare
not
claim
the
persons
they
cans who were stupidly blind to the rampant.
are always looked up closely and it
the
is
incumbent
ed.
It
govern
upon
beauties of the doctrines which were
When Three
BfifflP
will pay you well to use them.
But
is
all
that
when
and
this
to
insignificant,
their
i
ment
i
prove
identity
nennncH hir 10.17 n t all can t QjMalicfrS
morthe
'
and
I"pared
Good
i3
New
Zealand Law.
wvith
causing aelay.
cf
The patriotic "men whose motto Is! al
disease that it would spread among
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
There is now a noxious weed act In
Farrell and Webb Must Go.
"All within reach, and what is reachour own population; the poverty and
result.
which
Zealand
brings
New
a
fine
F.
1.
March
Patrick
New
imposes
up
York,
ownered for all," demand collective
crime and the heartbreaks of the wide-ope- Farrell, and Frank C. Webb, union to $100 on any persons who knowinglv
ship, of all property and a distribuis
policy and that would handicap labor leaders, indicted at Indiar.apo-li- s sow, sell or offer for sale any noxious
tion among all when collected. A
All
seeds.
seeds
Santa
are
Fe
for
grass
another generation, and
required
in connection with the alleged dyC.
practical application of this doctrine all know
that Santa Fe has handicaps' namite conspiracy, will have to ap- before sowing to be thoroughly dresswas given years ago by Baron Jamos
ed
means
of
seed cleaning maby
Rothschild, who was approached by enough already. The New Mexican pear in court there on March 12. This chines
or other sufficient processes for
EGOS FOR HATCHING.
(
Socialist, who managed hopes that these rumors are un was decided here today.
the purpose of removing all noxious
cares
to gain access to him. "Sure," said founded, that city and county authori
seeds. All farmers are required unthe baron, after listening to the fol- ties, police, sheriff and district attorof
to
der
fines
clean
ON
McDCtNALD
CALLS
COMMITTEE
thoroughpenalty
lower of Prudhomme. "You are right. ney as well as mounted police, will
machines, clover
ly any thrashing
Property ought to be equally divided. work together and prove to the world
flressers
chaff
or
cutters
13
immediate(Continued From Page One.)
My individual fortune is seven million that regulation regulates, that the
used. After these maafter
ly
being
pounds. There are 1,555,000.000 peo- capital city can be decent wIFhout beJ. S. Cooper. Roswell, eighty chines have been swept the second
ple in the world. That would be a ing narrow and Pharisaical, that the shares;
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Jresslng riddles must be removed and
shares.
has every improvement and advantage which the genius of
penny each. Here is your penny.' law can be obeyed and enforced in
cleaned, the screen opened, the side
Complicated Litigation.
Send the others around to see me. spirit and in letter, that the, standard
Thomas A. Edison has been able to suggest. Put one in your
District Judge E. C. Abbott yester- oelow the grain elevator taken out Phone Red 204.
315 Palace Ave.
Good day.'
of morals is high and the
spirit of law day overrulea the demurrer of Tho and all rubbish removed.
home. Your whole family will welcome the new songs, the good
observance is strong among the peoto
S.
mas
stories and the bright music. There is an Edison Phonograph
and
Gable
W.
P.
Hopewell,
NEW MEXICO'S TALENTS.
ple of this ancient and historic capi
Then They Left Him Alone.
the answer of the Pittsburg, Pa.,
In the Good Book there is the para- tal of the Sunshine
at a price to suit every purse. There are new records of all the
State, and that Trust Company mortgagees of the
It was a railway carriage, and the
ble of the talents which tells of the there are even
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
who New Mexico
saloonkeepers
Central Railroad Com- occupants were several travelers and
trust imposed in certain servants, and will voluntarily obey the laws.
Makes
Fine
Men's
old
a
Variand explain this greatest of all home entertainers.
pompous
staid,
gentleman.
to
of
answer
a
pany, the
petition
how one servant was found unfaithEvery decent official, every decent Gable and Roswell to be made prefer- ous and unsuccessful efforts were
Edison Phononxiphs.$15.00to$200. EdisonStandard Records.35e. Edison Amberol
ful because he buried the talent enmade to draw him into conversation.
man, every woman, should help, and all red creditors
Records (play twite as long), 50c Edison Grand Opera Records, 75c to $2.00.
mortto
the
to
him
under
the
superior
trusted
specious stand
A
At length one of them said:
in this cause, if not
together
Col
sureShoe
for
assumed
as
liabilities
gagees
C. L. GRANT,
plea that he was afraid of losing it, because of the
"Come, sir, I know you are one of
present, then for the ties on a supersedeas bond in the
jfsHOE MANUFACTURERS
while the other servants who doubled sake of the
us. Tell us what you are traveling
San
Francisco
St., over Kaune's Store.
The
coming
generation.
damage suit of Harry Slocum Friday. in."
their talents through wise investment New Mexican does not
.
believe
a
man
Friday had sue- - the New Mexico Cenand good business methods, were re- can be fnade decent
the tor"Young man,""answered
by law, but it tral Railroad Company for damages
warded.
mented one, glaring at his interlocudoes believe that boys and girls can
incurred while employed as brakeman
New Mexico has in its immense be
"I am traveling in very objectionkept from being trapped in traps the accident having occurred in San- tor,
able and inquisitive company, and the
land grant a magnificent talent. There that the law forbids.
1 1
ta Fe county. Friday was awarded carriage is full of samples."
I
are some who advocate that the state
He wasn't disturbed after this.
$7,500 damages and the company apshould bury it for fear that a hunThe fact that the majority of Re pealed to the New Mexico Supreme
dred years hence it might not be
Insure your life NOW! Don't wait until
DON'T PROCRASTINATE!
which affirmed the lower
No Cause for Alarm.
found. There are others again, who publican voters were not at the pri Court
be. too latel
maries
may never
maTomorrow
last
decision.
may
court's
and
Gable
the
and
I
that
evening
found a lock
want the commonwealth to make the
Hope"See here, husband,
, jority of Democratic
come. Don't run the chance of causing those that are dependent on
voters will not well went as sureties upon the super- of hair among your old papers."
best use possible of that talent.
SUFFERING.
IVIRY PAIR HAS THI
"Well?"
Sunnosp New Mexico has a section De at their primaries next month. sedeas bond which stayed execution
you (your loved ones) Mother, Wife or Sister NEEDLESS
ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
INSURE NOW.
"I never gave it to you."
finer 93 Bnoe Made
Insure in the Company that writes the most liberal
of grazing land in Quay county that I mre'y indicates that the burning de- - so that an appeal could be perfected
"Don't worry. I don't remember
citizens 10 paru- and
therefore demanded that in
could by scientific methods. throuehr"c "l
policies, and that has the financial strength to backofthem up such
ft.--" Griffith's
in a presidential election does
Pittsburf, Penn.
equity they should be preferred credi- who did."
a company is THE REUAME LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
pumping from wells and hard work, cipate
WE "VARRAH'T THEM
Last evenings tors. The court directed the reSUSTAINING
POLICY, a form
SELF
be converted into farms. If the Ter- not go iar enougn.
The srrong KTm orcrventaing.
to
famous
us
the
Let
you
explain
primaries were the only place Where ceiver, Murray, to
FIN Eand HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
Service service to the customer
is a
the Friday
ritory refuses to sell that land, it the people
written by the Reliance Life exclusively: "A Reliance Policy
had any say as to case to the United appeal
really
arm
of
adverthe
is
strong
right
States Supreme that
will always remain
of need." We also represent THE EQUITgrazing land, who is to be the President of the
in
indeed
time
reliance
the
ABLE SURETY COMPANY, of St. Louis, Mo., writing Fidelity and Surety
bringing three cents an acre each United States until March 4 1917. Court, providing sureties on the su- tising. You can hiresunthe cleverest
ever shone
the
year, in leasing fees, or perhaps, ly- There it was that the individual vot persedeas bond would go on the bond advertising man
Bonds, also the OCEAN ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE CORPORATION, of London,
clerks in your store are
if
ing idle a'together. But suppose, er expressed his choice. From now to take the case up to the higher on, but the
land. The Ocean writes the most attractive and liberal forms of
grouches. If your values aren't Just Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up. Of
New" Mexico decides to sell a quarter
on, he can merely ratify the choice tribunal.
Liability
advertised
to
are
Health, Burglary, Automobile and EmployersSPOT
If
Accident,
be,
what
they
section of that land, and an enterpri- made for him by his delegates and on
at the
Insurance.
Just a hint from you and we will be on the
service to the customer Is some- j
real
see
before
line
and
Call
my
Tt
homeseeker
at
the
acquires
election day he chooses among less
sing
MINUTE and interview
unusual merits of our many
the
and
that you have heard of only Id
explain
thing
you
making your purchase.
minimum price of $800, builds a Home than half a dozen men, which one he PILES CURED. IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
"
books, if your interest In the cuspolicies.'.or. it, digs wells, gradually brings the prefers, although not one of those six
Your dnigglst will refund money if tomer ceases the moment money has
entire aree under successful cultiva- men may be the candidate whom he PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any exchanged b.anisv-whyour adver-flsintion, puts livestock in his stables and really favored. Until the people all case of Itching, Blind. Bleeding or
man can't make your printed
v
204 West Palace Aveaae.
Santa Fe,' New Mexico.
21 Capital City Bank Buildlagv
becomes a prosperous , land owner. fiock to the primaries and there make Protracting Piles in 6 to 11 days. GOo. message worth JWcpiCC . :
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As an entertainer, the Edison Phonograph
a wonderful thing. It brings the talent of the
world's greatest artists into the home and places
to listen. The
it at the disposal of whoever

Edison Phonograph
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Business

representative in the House, who has
been visiting at his old home in Iowa,
will arrive in Santa Fe in time for
the Republican state convention.
Senator V. II. Andrews telegraphs
The knot was ued; the pair were wed.
Mexican that he will arrive
And then the smiling bridegroom said the New
tomorrow forenoon on
in
Albuquerque
I'nto the preacher, "Shall i pay
Fe Flyer and will get to
the
Santa
To you the usual tee today,
Santa Fe early next week.
Or would you have me wait a year
W. R. Smythe, good roads engineer,
And give you then a hundred clear,
to Albuquerque yesterday after-neowent
It I should find the marriage state
to inspect the Scenic Highway
As happy as I estimate?"
v it'n a view of placing more men on
The preacher lost no time in thought,
that road. Mr. Saiythe's headquarTo his reply no study brought,
ters are at Las Vegas.
There were no wrinkles on his brow;
Mrs. Hugh Gillmore, returned to
Said he, I'll take three dollars now."
the city after a visit with relatives in
Ladies Home Journal.
Owensboro, Kentucky, last evening
Mrs. Gillmore, ,Mrs. Bird and Mr. Pan- vv. u. bnea went to
bspanola this key returning from diverging quar
loieuoon.
ters met at Helen and entered the
Santiago Lnoste, a farmer of Pena city oh the same train.
Blanca, is in the city on business.
Federal Judge William II. Pope re- J. E. Davenport, a business man of turned last evening from Washington,
Bspanola, is a visitor in the city.
D. C, after a strenuous trip. A snow
J. Morley and Frank Murney, farm- - blockade in Kansas delayed the Sailers of Stanley, are in the city paying t.t Fe flyer due on
Monday forenoon
taxes- until 10 o'clock last evening tlie train
Theodore Chacon and Peter D. Cha- - being more than three davs behind
con of Albuquerque are guests at the schedule.
PalaceB F. Pankey, state senator, arrived
Thomas Medina, a coal freighter of in the capital from his ranch near To- uuo, oauuuvtti cuuaij, is in me cuy jeka, Kansas, last evening. Mr. Pan- on Business.
iey reports many adventures with the
Probate Judge Julius Staab arrived snow having lost four days en route,
11UU1
uu
iii
.l,oI C,cu1U6
He
struggling with the big drifts
automobile.
visit his ranch ne.u. Umy t()mor
Alfredo Moya, a farmer of Rowe, row and will be on hand promptly
San Miguel county, is in the city vis-- j when, the legislature meets,
A. H. Hudspeth,
j
of White
iting relatives.
Oaks,
E, W. Dobson, a well known attor- - newly elected chairman of the Dem-neof Albuquerque is in the city on ecratic Central Committee in the
j piace made vacant
legal business.
by the resignation
t
A. A. Jones, arrived in the city
jus. .u. n. tiyrci, who has Been
King in Oklahoma, returned to her last night. He will confer with Govhome here last evening.
ernor McDonald and colleagues today
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albu- at the Democratic headquarters in the
querque, left the city last evening for Laughlin building.
his home in Albuquerque.
T. J. Guilfoil, accountant, who InFelix Lujan, a farmer of San
vestigated the International Bank of
who has been visiting relatives Commerce of Tucumcari, at
inin the city, left for his home.
stance of Governor McDonald, departAttorney General Frank W. Clancy ed last evening for
Albuquerque. Mr.
left the city last night for Albuquer- Guilfoil is
recently from Oklahoma
que where he will transact business.
and will be the probable successor of
Tom Burke, a business man of Fol-so- R. C. Rankin
of East Las Vegas, as
Union county, is in the city and assistant
traveling auditor and bank
will remain until the legislature
examiner.
meets.
Attorney Ralph Easley is a visitor
J. C. Garrison, a ranchman of
in Albuquerque.
is a visitor in the city.
J. D. Walker and Theodore C.
A. Dockweiler is in town from his
of Santa Fe arrived in the city
mining claims on the upper ePcos.
last night in an automobile and will
Harry 'Wheeler, a carpenter living return
home
touay. Albuquerque
on Manhattan avenue, was removed Journal.
yesterday to the St. Vincent's hospiState Engineer C. D.
accomtal, where he is reported seriously ill. panied by Good Roads Miller,
Engineer W Tt
F. R. Jones of Las Vegas, general
Smythe, arrived in Albuquerque
last
superintendent of the Wells Fargo night from Santa Fe,
the
making
Express Company, left the city last inp in an automobile. Mr. Miller left
evening after inspecting the local of- ai midnight for Socorro.
Today he
fice.
will go to Magdalena and start on an
W. H. Chrisman, San Juan
trip to Springerville, Ariz.,
county's overland
for the purpose of inspecting that link
of the
highway. After
inspecting the Camino Real in the
vicinity of Albuquerque with a view to
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
making repairs, Engineer Smythe will
gc to Las Vegas, where he is directing
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness the operations of a convict
gang workpositively cured. Pimples, blackheads, ing on the Scenic
Highway. Albufacial lines, absolutely removed. All querque Journal. '
kinds of hair work done.
State Senator William McCoy and
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
family, and Mrs, J. P. Dunlavy and
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St. son
of Mountalnair arrived in Santa
Fe this aiTernoon for the legislative
session.
W. A. Cameron, district passenger
and freight agent for the Santa Fe,
KAUNE & GO. left this afternoon for his home at El
Paso.
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Your Patronage Solicited
1. B. lAUGHLIN,

President

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

A.

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier.
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1903.
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PRING house cleaning will soon
be here, and now is the time to

i

i
i
i

plan the changes that you want to
make. We have made a special
s,
effort to secure a nobby line of

V

j
j

por-tier-

I

couch covers in all designs,

vis-jo-

carpets and rugs, oil cloth and linoleum. Come in and look over this
line. It may be a suggestion for
you. We have just unpacked a full
line of

Ilde-fons-

fe

Very Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc.

SELIGi!
P.

BROS. COMPANY

O. Box, 219.

Phone 36

I?

WHY PAY RENT?
When you can buy a new
modern brick house
for less money than you can
build
six-roo-

crv.

p

m

to-da- y?

1

This is another one of our BARGAINS. Come quick
for it is going to be sold at once.

O. G. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

I

SURETY BONDS, REAL

Phone, Red 189.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

ANNOUNCEMENT
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics
con-

Up-to-d-

for LADIES AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Styte selected by you isn't any more
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

i

JULIUS H. GERDES.

Ocean-to-Ocea- n

Manicuring,

i

U S.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

The Supreme Luxury

of Coffee Drinking

"CHASE

RELIABLE!

ALWAYS WANT RELIABLE MERCHANDISE, but more

so in the Jewelry Line than any
other line, for you do not buy every day. Everything we
sell you MUST BE reliable.
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED
Reliable

H.

.

C

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS

YONTZ, s"I"'f

PURE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

C

1

JO

Red.

E

the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite favor never varies.
Is

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

H.

&

S.

Sanborn's

KAUNE

8

Teas.;

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

NO PROFIT ON THE

PRESIDENT OF PARAGUAY
PRISONER OF REBELS.
Pedro Pena, Former Minister to Peru,
Appointed Executive by
Paraguayan Congress.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Bjenos Ayres, March 1. L.berato
Rojas, President of the Republic of
Paraguay, has been made a prisoner
by the member of the revolutionary-partin Asuncion and compelled to
resign his oftice, according
to dispatches received here today. The
Paraguayan congress has accepted
his resignation and appointed
Pedro
Pena, former Paraguayan minister to
Peru, to the office of provisional president.

25 Palace Avenue

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

KOREAN CONSPIRATORS AND
ASSASSINS UNDER ARREST.
No

Truth in Report That Japanese
Are Persecuting Christians in
Hermit Kingdom.

"

(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Seoul, Korea, March 1. No Christian missionaries have been arrested j
ii- Korea and the
reports of the perse- cutiou of Christian converts are abso-- ;
lutely without foundation, accordimg
to the statement of an official here today. He also pointed oui that Lieu- tenant General Count Terauchi, the
governor general of Korea, frequently
had supported tiie Christian missions.)
The prisoners arrested in connec-- !
t:on with the plot against the govern-or general, are examined slowly and
carefully by the medium of interpre- teis. The plot was
It was connected both in fact and
In spirit with the conspiracy, for the
murder of Durham White Stevens, the
adviser to the Japanese embassy in
the United States,-whwas killed in
San Francisco by a Korean in March,
litOS; with the assassination at Harbis
ot
by a Korean in October, 1!I09,
Prince Ito, and with the attack on the
Korean premier, Yi Wang Yong, who
was stabbed by a Korean at Seoul in
December, 1909.

That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is tco
Me knows
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape a
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
!

CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back. Form-fittin- g
EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
and
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
Prices as cheap
shape-retainin-

j

LAS VEGAS

DOES NOT
GET BIG PRIZEFIGHT.

MAYOR WILL

STOP WRESTLING

FRAME-UP-

.

Yusiff Mahmout and Jesse Pederson
Must Go Hard or Police Will
Step In.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., March 1. Yusiff Mahmout, and Jess Pederson will wrestle
here tonight. Mayor Harrison has ordered that police be at the matside to
stop the contest in case it appears
as the mayor believes
other big matches have been. Frank
Gotch has promised to wrestle anyone who defeats Mahmout and Pederson sas he will hold the champiom
to his promise.
New Rooming
House Frank M.
Jones and Charles Bell have leased
the upper floor of the present First

National Bank Building and will

con-

duct a rooming house.

Basket
Ball
Game The second
game of the series being played between the girls' basket bail teams ot
the Eighth Grade and the High School
Rock leland System Gives Retrench- will take place at 3 o'clock tomorment Orders That Are Hard
row afternoon at the Armory and a
on Workmen.
fast and interesting pame is promised.
Davenport, la., March 1. An order The High School team has challenged
which is said to apply to every shop the Las Vegas girls, and the game
along the Rock Island system, went will be pyed soon.
into effect here today, when fifty per
cent of the employes in the local repair shops were laid off.

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

THE MASTER TAILORS.

Mexico

CHICAGO

A

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

Whereat Practically Every One

in New
Heaves Sigh of
Relief.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Salt Lake City, Utah, March 1. Jim
Flynn and Jack Johnson will meet in
a 20 round bout for the heavyweight
championship of the world at or near
Wendover, Utah, on July 24. This. is
the substance of an announcement
made this morning by local persons
who are financially interested in the
venture with promoter Jack Curley.
The statement was made after the
information was' received here yester
day from Carson City, Nevada, that
the legislature of that state did not
take up before its adjournment yesterday the proposed repeal of the law
permitting
championship
boxing
matches in Nevada..
The local business men interested
in the promotion of the fight will hold
a meeting at the Hotel Utah, tomorrow night. It is understood that the
arena will be erected just across the
Nevada line within a few rods from
the Wendover, Utah, depot. "Jack"
Curley, who now is in Chicago, will return to this city within the next ten
days to arrange for the details connected with the fight.

g.

as you are paying for half cotton.

deep-roote-

FIFTY PER CENT OF
SHOP EMPLOYES LAID OFF.

COFFEE"

Chas

MULLIGAN & RISING,

&

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
HIGH-GRAD-

YOU

Massaging,

1

FOR HONEST

PRICES

ANOTHER BARGAIN
Two good lots with nine rooms and bath, frame
house. Small cottage of three rooms in rear of
main dwelling. All in the best of repair. Situate
about three blocks from State Capitol building. We
will quote SNAP CASH RRICE upon application to

JO SE PH, B.f H A(Y WARD, M AN A G E R,
Room

Up To Date

l
J

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Embroideries and Insertions
Here you will find what you want without going out of town. Don't miss the
display NOW ON.

5 ADOLF

SELIG1N

STRICTLY
'""-fiS-

GOODS

DRY

GO.

NEWiJ,rAD
GUM FURNITURE

ir?.

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS

BURGLAR CAUGHT IN SALOON.
SPRING MILLINERY
Billie Deatherage, who was caught
by the night watchman early Sunday
HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,
morning as he was making his exit
MAL1NES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
from "Doc" Jenkins' saloon at Clovis,
waived preliminary trial and on his Also have Crochet Threads, Slipfailure to furnish bond, he was re- per Cotton,
Embroidery Silk, and
manded to the county jail to await a fine assortment of
Stamped
the action of the grand jury. When Goods for French and
EmEyelet
searched, Deatherage had on his per-- ! ' broidery, etc.
son five pints of liquor and $1.40 he
is alleged to have taken from the cash
drawer.
Southeast of Plaza.
j

LAMP-I- TS

MISS

A.

MUGLER,

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

5

You

Urn

Hi

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves
pay for, by having it right where
THE
and
your light
display rooms are

o
3

on

bill
SAVES
EVES. Our
open for your
we
and
of
have
the
line
finest
and
can
seen
Get
we
be
will
sell
Student
inspection,
them right.
Lamps that
Reading
away from
anywhere, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
you

ST

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
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By Mrs. Nevada Briggs, Exponent oj
the Art of Baking, as taught by
Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill
Helpful Cake Making Hints
Always sift flour and K C Baking;

3it

1911
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20

i

4 00
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3 30
S 15
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Tbomr.'i
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2 25

Cunnlnftuum
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Koehler Junction
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Olmarron
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Lv
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HHrlan
Ut9 Park, N. M...LV

Ar

155
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6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

mixing.

K C Baking Powder.
Biscuit Helps
Always sift flour and K C Baking
Powder at least three times.
Have shortening cold and firm.
Mix dough as soft as it can be
handled.
The softer dough goes
into the oven, the lighter the
biscuit when it comes out. It is
easier for K C Baking Powder to
do its work in soft than in stiff
Agent
dough. Mix biscuits very little.
Do not knead. Stir up with spoon
or knife and press in shape to roll
on floured board.
With K C Baking Powder results are sure and certain. Ask
39
your grocer for K C
Always use

;

pro - .p m
tConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South,
Stage for Van Houten, N. M.. meets trains at Preston, !. M.
tDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elinabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
xoept Sundays, Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
u. & s. tram leaves De Moines, N. M, for the south at 11:11 P. ni.. ar
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
r

Superintendent.

V. P. G. M.,

G. P.

Coom st Fares
:TO

EDITORIAL

Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

Literature.

Good

All Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th
I

STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
write
or
your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Advice of the Wise to the Wise.
Now don't let this :ixoist?ie get
away store it and the result will be
a bigger yield than last year. This
will be the second of the seven fat
each
years in the Estancia valley
year should be better than the precluding one. The nei drouth t!:at.
hits us and it won't miss us anymore
than it does the humid counti'ies
should find every farmer with a bjuch
of stock that will make money, lei
him during lean as well as fat years
and even while sleeping the profits
will be piling up. Moriarty Messenger.
Spanish American College.
article published in recent
years in New Mexico has attracted
the amount of favorable attention
won by the contribution to the Morning Journal Resources Edition by
President McQueen Gray of the UniReversity on "An Undeveloped
source," the Spanish language, ' Dr.
Gray's recommendation for the estabcollishment of a
lege in New Mexico, to utilize this resource in fitting young native citizens
for
commercial
and
diplomatic
work in the
countries
has met with the instant and warm
s
suppor of Americans and
aiike and the tremendous
have
possibilities of the suggestion
been at once evident. There is no
doubt tLat here is the great opportunity for the New Mexican who has
complete mastery of the Spanish and
English tongues; who comprehends
both the Latin and American national character fully and who thereby has Immense advantage over the
diplomat or commercial
man who endeavors to build up
American trade in the Central end
South American countries, or who
would take part in the great work
or cementing closer relations and a
bebetter mutual -- nderstanding
tween the exponent of the Monroe
doctrine
and the country whose
s
community of interest with the
is the foundation of that doctrine.
In addition to the complimentary
endorsements
of the plan
which
have appeared in this pa,er, the New
Mexico press is taking It up in the
same way. Albuquerque Journal.
No

New Mexico Military

Institute

.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

of th. Southwest"
by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai

The West Point
Ranked

Spanish-America-

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37utl
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but littie rain or snow during the

Latin-America- n

Spanish-American-

season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.

REGENTS

e

E. A. CAHOON. Pres.

W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretory,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated ca-gues address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am arranging to change my business location
from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to
with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks correspond
or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la

nave recently secured a special ra
Jacks at lower rates than ever befo
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M for
each, and can reach other points at c
i

Colonist

Rates
TO

CALIFORNIA

$25.00

FROM SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to 'April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.

H.S.

SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.
LUTZ,At, SANTA FE, N. M.

ANY

That is the nature of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription the one remedy lor
g
women which contains no alcohol and no
drugs. Made from native
medicinal forest roots. Dr. Pierce tells its every ingredient on the
Prominent physicians and some of the best medical authorities endorse these
ingredients as being the very best known remedies for ailments and weaknesses
peculiar to women.
i.. lukkki, ui jjongsirwi.
xnis Is wnat luiia.
Ivy., says: "I feel it my duty to write and tell you what
me.
I was a groat sufferer
your medicines have done for
for six years from a trouble peculiar to women, but I am
thankful to say, aftT taking four bottles of your ' Favorite
Prescription ' I am not bothered with that dreadful disease
any more. I feel like a new woman. When I first "wrote
you for advice I only weighed 115 pounds now I weigh 1".
"I thank yo.i very much for your kindness. You havo
been as a father to me in advisin? me what to do, so may
God bless you in every effort you put forth for good.
"I hope this testimonial will be tho means of some poor
woman seeking health.
suffering
Mrs. Coffey.
bottle-wrappe- r.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Quarter of a Century Ago.

one-thir- d

8

2

S

8

4

4

Attorney and Counselor at Law.

Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, First

Judicial District.

Attorney-at--

Santa Fe.

2

c

2

Hotel Arrivals

E, C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-Lav-fractic-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

n

A contract is about to be signed be
tween the representatives of the Den
ver & Rio Grande and the Santa Fe
reads for interchange of tracks be
tween Denver and Pueblo, which will
bring about an increase in efficiency
for the two roads of about 30 per
cent. The Santa Fe track will be used
for the joint traffic of the two roads
one way and the Rio Grande track for
the same purpose the other way. At
All legal blanks prepared according the
crest of the divide cross tracks
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new will be constructed so that the traffic
State form, for sa'e by the New may be interchanged from that point
Mexican Printing
to take advantage of the grades.

Commencement
The
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one interested. Make
your selections early.

.

Attorneys-nt-La-

Practlca In ue Distrl t Court a
eu as before tn Supreme Court u.

the

us

tern too.

New Meacu.

Cruces,

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice In all the District court
sad gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa ra. N. M.
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

Las Vegas,

New Mexico,

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorn.v-at-La-

Santa Ve, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, Q. JL. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chaa. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tb courts sua before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan
cia, N. M.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all th Courts and
fore the Interior Department.
Taos,

B

New Mexico.
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and CounselTor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts in
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexlc
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.

e

THE PROBERT
ADVERTISING

AGENCY.

Advertisements Place

one-hal-

in Any Publica

tion m the World.. Write Us
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
-

TAOS,

. . NEW

MEXICO

WARREN C. WADE
Instructor In Voice
Highest Recommendations.
181 Palace Avenue.

one-hal-

Bo-an-

,

Witin-wrigh-

!

one-hal-

t,

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.

Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment
STANDLEY

G. SMALL,

M.

D.

Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Wnshingto
Ave. naxt door to Public Library.
Office Jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. b

ti

2

p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black; 47.

DP.

J.

RESIDENCE,

M. DIAZ,
DON GASPAR
AVE

Phone, 220 Red
--

There's

no 'Squeal'
in Cottolene
Madam"

n

Chicago, 111., March 1. Governor
Hiram W. Johnson of California, and
te By express by which I can ship Gifford Pinchot. formerly chief forest
re. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap- er, were scheduled to address an in$55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104 surgent
meeting here today. The gath
orresponding rates.
ering was to be held at a down-towhotel and a general invitation to all
was extended.
Both Governor John
Let Him Know It If you are out of son and Mr. Pinchot were expected to
a position, you must let the
employer say something about the candidacy of.
know it. A want advertisement in the Theodore Roosevelt.
They were also
New Mexican will reach every busi- scheduled to indorse insurgent candi
ness and professional man in the city dates for state offices.
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal- JOINT TRACK FOR D. &
R. G. AND SANTA FE
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

e

In the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and caretui
attention given to all bustne.
Banta re.
New Mexico

Tri-Stat- e

Address Insurgent Roosevelt Meeting
at
Hotel in
Chicago.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

New Mexlc

8

PINCHOT AND JOHNSON
ON SAME PLATFORM

Down-Tow-

....

PAUL A. F. WALTiift

8

2

CARDS.

AT LAW.

ATTORNEYS

habit-formin-

viehi

4

1, 1912.

PROFESSIONAL

Unit-State-

Superintendent

SEX!

n

FRIDAY, MARCH

M.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco. Calif.. March 1. i
The longest winte.r drouth knowa on
California in the last ten years was
ended today by a rainstorm which
swung into the south end of the state
from the southwest shortly before
daybreak and worked steadily north.
It is due in the central portion of the
state late today, according to Professor Alexander G. McAdie, in charge of
the U. S. weather bureau here and
will bring relief to the valleys ot
northern California before tomorrow
night. The storm crossed to southern
edition, answers hosts
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, newly revised
Nevada and a slight fall of snow is
of delicate questions about which every woman, single or married ouht to know.
recorded in the mountains.
The weather bureau records show
Uat the total precipitation
for the
first two months of the year was about
the usual downfall. The
normal rainfall for January is 4.90
and for February 3.60. The total this
year for January was 2.47 and for February .41. Damage to crops has not
been extensive as yet and it is be(From the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, March 1, 1SS7.)
lieved the present storm will avert
The House bill for the adjustment on the street ready for business.
Editorial.
se'ious loss. Last Sunday prayers for oi land grants was passed by the U.
rain were said in the
Catholic S. Senate.
"The New Mexican is of the opinion
churches.
The Senate committee on terri- that Hon. N. B. Laughlin has proven
tories reported favorably the bill pro- himself too honest and too much of
HIGHER PRICES AND
viding for the division of Idaho and a man to holu office by appointment
from Ross."
LIVELY TRADING IN GRAIN. its annexation to Washington.
The House concurred in the Senate
"It is a burning shame that our citWheat, Corn and Oats Rise in Price bill to create the Department of Agri- izens can be indiscriminately
indiet- While Provisions Follow
culture.
ed and dragged before the courts at
Lead.
Carroll D. Wright, commissioner of no end of trouble and expense, to an
labor,
reports that one in every thou-- ' swer to charges of crimes which
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
sand population of the United States there is no sort oi grounds for believ
Chicago, 111., March 1. Excitement
, ing they ever committed, and told,
over higher cables and small Argen- is in prison, the total prison papula-'
when they are found innocent and
tine shipments jerked prices upward tion being 64,609.
turned
loose, that there is no remedy
on
an
fell
Schurz
Carl
pavement
icy
today in wheat. Opening prices were
such outrages. But of course,
to
higher. May start- in New York city and dislocated his against
when people incur the enmity of pered at 102
to 103, a gain of
to hip.
and blackmailers, it is their
and rose rapidly to 103
There
William E. English, son of the Dem-- ! jurers,
own misfortune.
It would seem to
was a lively trade in corn with big ocratic vice
presidential candidate, ba the best thing to do this in this
houses among the most conspicuous was arrested as he
on
the
stepped
under a reform Democratic
to
buyers. May opened
up at steamer Etruria on charges preferred territory,
to stand in with such."
government,
09
to 69
and climbed to 70
by a young saleswoman ol IndianapoThe close was strong with May at lis.
103
Six boys were killed and mangled TWO PITCHERS AND CATCHER
In the oats pit, scantiness of offerCHANGE BOSSE
between Bethlehem and Easton, Pa.,
ings and firmness of other grain gave
run down by a Lehigh Valley
being
the market a strong tone. May startpassenger train during a snow storm. (By Special Leased Wire tu New .Uexicuii;
ed
to
to
higher at 52
President
Lincoln, Neb., March 1.
Arthur Bischoff and T. C. Duetcher
52
53, and ascended to 531-8- .
Western
announce that they have dissolved Despain of the Lincoln
The close was firm at 104, a gain of
League Baseball club declares that
partnership.
1
over last night; 70
Wilson Waddingham of New York, no negotiations are under way for the
1
above last night.
Colonel M. Brunswick of Las Vegas sale of Pitcher "Buff" Ehman, purchProvisions displayed a little weakand M. Slattery, manager of extensive ased from Denver last season, to a
ness at first owing to heavy
receipts ranch interests in San Miguel county, southern league, club. Catcher Wll-iK-e
of hogs but the buying fever in
grain
Clarke, sold to Danville last year,
acted as an offset later. Initial sales are stopping at the Palace.
but who refused to report and coachChillicothe.
of
Cahlll
Thomas
Mrs.
2
were
lower to 2
up with
ed the University of Minnesota base15.32
for pork; 9.271-- for lard and Ohio, a beautiful and entertaining ball
team, will probably go to a Three
lady, and a sister of Mrs. A. C. Ire8.62
for ribs.
land, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ireland Eye leagu or Central Association club.
Pitcher John Fox may be sold to a
and will remain several weeks.
league club.
Colonel Shelby and W. T. Thornton
are on a visit to their graphic mining
JUAREZ RACING
property near Socorro.
Palace.
a
ENTRIES FOR TOMORROW.
Major Breeden has purchased
F. C. Mitchell, Denver.
twenty-acrfarm in the Tesuque val- (.By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Charles F. Wilson, Denver.
ley and will this spring set out COO
A. R. Ferriler, Denver.
First race, purse,
fruit trees, and seed ten acres in al- four furlongs. Bells, 102; Tom G.,
E. O. Patterson, Detroit.
falfa.
Theodore Chacon, Albuquerque.
105; Negligee, 108; Pan Zareta, 110;
The local Knights of Pythias are Inquieta, 115.
Peter D. Chacon, Albuquerque.
having plans drawn for a spacious
Second race, selling, five and
f
hall to be erected on San Francisco
Montezuma.
furlongs. Miss Miller, 97; John
J. W. Ridge, Louisville.
street.
Heck, 102; X Eolya, 104; Louis Eb,
J. E. Davenport, Espanola.
Bernardo Mares was stabbed , to Duchess
l'hillipe, Roseworth, 109; X
W. S. Rose, San Francisco.
death by Tomas Barela a1 Watrous.
Henry Wihia.ns, 110; Maxing, 111;
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
Charles Scheurich of Taos, newly Ed
Withers, 114; Bitter Sir, OOnoo-moAgnes Paester, Albuquerque.
appointed mail clerk on the narrow
115.
E. W. Nixon, Denver.
gauge run, appeared before PostmasThird
f
E. J. Evans, Kansas City, Mo.
race, selling, five and
ter Seligman and duly qualified.
H. Koeneke, Wichita.
Bill Anderson, Lieut.
furlongs.
General Grierson.
Major Dickej
J. J. Collins, Denver.
Major Woodward, General Bartlett Sawyer, 99; Wild Bear, 102, 109;
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
111; Serenade, 113; Brave WithColonel Gregg and a party of friends
H. S. Saxe, Chicago.
left bright and early this morning to ers, 114; James Blackstock, Doc AlPaul Stockart, Chicago.
insect some mining property in len, Annual Interest, 115.
Fourth race, purse, one mile. Hensouthern Santa Fe county.
Coronado.
The San Miguel county board has ry Walbank, 9S; Meadow, x07; Injury,
William Boone, City.
finally given the assessorship to Felix 109; Enfield, 112.
A. Dockwiller, Cowles.
Fifth race selling, six furlongs. X
Martinez and Frank Forsythe has
Bill Banndr'ove, City.
Lawn, 100; Helen N., Mary Emily,
assessor.
been
appointed
deputy
J. White, Albuquerque.
Albert Call received the sad tidings Mabel King, Frazzle, Modern friscil-la- ,
Robert R. Bliss, La Cononia.
Ailsa Paige, Ruth Esther, Nada
of
the death of his father, 74 years
J. C. Garrison, Espanola.
old. He could not go to Denver be- - Mas, Defy, 105; Mycenae, First FashD. Calvard. Espanola.
cause of serving on the United States ion, Lehigh, 107; Strite, Jack
J. Eaton, Kansas City, Mo.
110.
grand jury.
Sixth race, selling, five and
f
Those D. & R. G. people are humRain or Snow Tonight. That
is
furlongs. Camarada, 97; X
the prediction for tonight and tomor mers. The representatives of the exrow. The maximum shade tempera press company got in from Denver Rosey Posey, 104; Lucille Allen, Hel.ady Stalwart, 109;
ture yesterday was 45 degrees and with a carload of office fixtures last en Hawkins,
maximum sun temperature 71 degrees. night and at 3 o'clock this afternoon Melts, 111; Roberta, 113. Bob Lynch,
The minimum last night was 25 de had hired a hall, got the fixtures in Hidden Hand, 115.
X Apprentice allowance.
place and had their city delivery rig
grees.
1

All ye sportsmen should read the
report of Thomas P. Gable, state game
and fish warden. The Messenger received a copy, with Mr, Gable's compliments, which you may borrow.
Moriarty Messenger.
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LIBERAL

FLASHES
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FOR WOMEN ONLY.

Storm Breaks
Long and Severe
Drouth in California and Crops
Are Saved.

Powder at least three times. The
more sifting, the lighter the cake.
Remember that! To cream butter and sugar quickly, warm the
sugar slightly. Beat yolks of eggs
with rotary beater. Whip whites
of eggs with flat spoon whip.
Water makes lighter cakes; milk
makes richer cakes.
To mix a cake, first cream butter and sugar thoroughly, then add
yolks, if used. Then alternately
add moisture and flour that has
been sifted with baking powder
and stir until smooth and glossy,
add i ng egg whites after thoroughly

(Head Up)
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RATON NEW MEXICO.

la effect

Keal Down)

PRAYER FOR RAIN IN
CHURCHES IS ANSWERED.

Baking
Helps
Valuable Suggestions

Company.

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
(

&

MEXICAN, SAXTA FE;

Cottolene
is

a Pure Vegetable; Pr oducL

Lard comes from pork and
is simply hog fat. It is often
indigestible. You take your chances.
Cottolene is made from the purest vegetable oil; it contains no hog
fat, and never makes food greasy and indigestible. It is healthful
less is reand wholesome, and is economical because
quired than of either butter or lard. Enjoy your food, without
of indigestion, by placing Cottolene in your kitchen
the after-pang-s
for all frying and shortening purposes.
one-thir- d

Made only by THE N. K. FATRBANK COMPANY

Shortens Your Food Lengthens Your Life

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
f

The following are the time table.
tie local railroads:

"A. T. & . fi By."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at
p.

12.10

m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4

2

eastbound.

Returning arrive at Santa

Fe at

8:35 p. m.
iueave Santa Fe at 8:59 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 8 tastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
P. m.
Passengers fir the Belen cut-of-f
and Pecos Valley points Bhould now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead ot 7:20
as heretoiorj. Connection leaves Albuquerque t 7:55 r- - in. Instead of
2:20 a. m.
D. A ft. a. fly.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norL.
Arrive 4:20 p. in. from north.
New wxco centra! Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.

I east and

1 seuth and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

f
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SO

DECEPTIVE.

j

Politics and Politicians

Many Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
Backache is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure it.
Nine times out of ten it comes from
di. not want Andrews." If they beMoriarty Precinct.
Enno O. Broecklein and Jose Davis lieved this they would not devote the kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
were elected delegates to the county from two to four columns to telling
convention at Estancia by the Repub- it. reiterating it, and hysterically are so effective.
They're especially for sick or weaklicans of Moriarty precinct.
shrieking it.
The people of Dona Ana County ened kidneys.
Here's a Santa Fe case:
Santa Fe Republican Primaries.
want Andrews. Not one of the electJose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa
The following is the result of last ed members of the legislature could
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1907 I used
evening's Republican primaries at have been e1 ctd in the last election Doan's
Kidney Pills for pains in my
Santa Fe
if he had openly declared
against back which had troubled me
for three
Precinct No. 3.
Andrews before the election.
years.
They brought prompt relief
Chairman Nicolas Sena called the
Way?
and proved so satisfactory that I gave
Republican primary in precinct No. 3
Because our people knew Andrews. a
public statement in their praise.
to order. Mr. Sena was chosen chair- There are
five hundred peo- Now, after two and a half
years have
man and George W. Armijo secretary. ple in this probably
county alone for whom he passed, I glady confirm every word of
The following were choseu delegates has done more than his
Ask
duty.
that testimonial.
I can add that I
t'. the county convention on Saturday : your neighbor if he has not.
at some have since used Doan's Kidney Pills
F. F. Gormley, Luis Moya, Sr., Sefe-rin- o (time, needed
the services of Andrews giving them a more thorough trial
Alarid, George AY. Armijo, A. C. as
delegate to Congress. How many and have received great benefit.
Nicolas
Whittier, Telesforo Rivera,
letters asking help or attention or know that this remedy is a cure for;
Sena, Gregorio Rael, Jose D. Sena.
work of some kind have gone out backache and kidney complaint."
Manuel
Alanasio Vigil, Andres Sena,
it'ro.n Las duces alone? Ask if a
For sale by all dealers. Price 5f
Baca y Campos.
i
has remained unanswered, or it cents.
Co., Buffalo
Precinct No. 4.
Chairman Seferino Baca who called everything possible was not perform- New York, sole agents for the United
.
States.
the Republican primary in precinct ed.
Remember the name Doan's and
Ask the common people of Chavez
No. 4 to order, was on motion of
no other.
Alarid, made permanent chair- county whether or not they are for take
They will look at their
man, and Facundo Ortiz was named Andrews.
were magnificent public building and tell $4.905.75; lambs native $4.5007;
a? secretary. The following
chosen delegates to the county con- you yes.
western $5 'S 7.10.
Ask the people of Bernalillo county
vention: M. A. Ortiz, J. V. Conway,
Ricardo Alarid, Seferino Baca, Benito if they are for Andrews. TJiey will CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CONVEN
Alarid, Fred Muller, E. R. Wright, remember the ?30,0()(l lor the IrrigaTION OF THE STATE OF
J V. March, Luis Alarid, Romulo Lo- tion Congress, the $200,00(1 public
NEW MEXICO.
pez, Leandro Martinez, J. C. Sanchez building, and the numerous
things
and Valentin Medrano.
Congress has done for them, and will
Pursuant to the requirements of
Precinct No. 17.
say yes.
the call made by the Republican NaIn the absence of Precinct ChairWe have told only the truth about tional Committee on December
12,
man Charles Closson, Hon. T. B. Cat- Mr. Andrews and believe that
the un-- j 1911. for a Republican National Conron called the primary to order and truths that others have told
will not vention, to be held in the City of ChiAlbert Garcia was elected secretary. injure him with those who know
him, cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve
M.
Garcia
and and all New Mexico
Jchn Shoemaker, Jose
knows
June IS.
him
and o'clock noon on Tuesday,
Celso Lopez were appointed a com- his true
,
for the purpose of nominating
in-- j
in
service,
their
always
mittee to select delegates to the coun- terest.
candidates for President and Vice- ty convention: T. B. Catron, Charles
His party fealty is above question. President, to be voted Tor at the PresA.
E.
John
Shoemaker,
Closson,
He has always been a Republican and idential election on Tuesday, NovemBaca, J. AV. Akers, Manuel J. Castillo
this is recorded to his credit even ber 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
and Alfonzo Thiebaut.
such other business as may properly
Democratic
among
friends, for all come before
Precinct 18.
Cenmen
respect a man's belief in his own tra! Committeeit, ofthe Republican
R. L. Baca called the primary to
the State of
and
he
party
has
principles,
treated
The
order and presided.
following
assembled at Santa Fe on
men of all political beliefs fairly and
this 25th day of January, 1912, heredelegates were selected: A. L. Mormen
in
many
other parties would
calls for the holding of a convenrison, M. F. Sena, A. B. Renehan, R.
vote for Andrews today, if they had by
r
L Baca, Lino Romero, Manuel B.
tion of the Republican party of the
the privilege, for the very reason that State of New Mexico to be held in
and Frank Owen.
there is no question as to his staunch the City of Santa Fe, State of New
n m
belief in his own party people like Mexico, at two o'clock on
ANDREWS.
Friday, the
Sth day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
The time has now come to discuss that.
New Mexico as a state needs the purpose of
the matter of United States Senators.
selecting eight delegates
This paper favors the candidacy services of a man who can obtain for and eight alternates to represent the
her all that is due. Andrews can do Republican party of the State of
of William H. Andrews.
in the said national convenWe believe that Andrews is the that he has done it in the past.
Now. of course, those who have tion called to be held at Chicago on
candidate of the people.
Andrews today, as a candidate, is axes to grind for themselves throuch the 18th day of June, 1912.
The Republican Central Committees
in the lead and it is admitted that he some other candidate, and who are
ot the various counties of the State
will have the largest number of votes foolish enough to believe that they
can help their special friends by at- are by this committee requested and
or. the first joint ballot.
tacking Andrews, will tell you that directed to issue a call for the hold
Why?
any
delegate in Congress would have ing of a county convention of the
Because Andrews does not repredone
the same that Andrews should Republican party in the respective
sent any special interest. He is not
counties upon such notice and date as
the candidate of the coal camps. He not have the credit.
Perhaps any other General who they mayof deem expedient forto the
is not favored by the Rock Island
the
purpose
electing delegates
railroad. He is not the favorite of happened to be at the head of the said State convention to be held on
Union
would
Army
have won the
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Sth day of March, 1912, as afore
Civil War nut we honor Grant and the
railroad.
at which the basis of represen
said,
In the legislature you will find the give him the credit. Any man might tation shall be one delegate for each
have
sailed
on
the
Santa
Teresa and one hundred votes, or a fraction there
railroad and corporation
attorneys discovered
America but we honor of of
are not for Andrews.
fifty or more, cast for the Repub
Columbus. Any president elected in lican candidate for
Admitting that he has strength, it
governor of the
must be the people, just the common Lincoln's place might have abolished State of New Mexico at the late elec
people, are for .him; the corporations slavery, nut Lincoln did it, and we tion held on the 7th day of November,
honor anu' revere Lincoln.
1911, and one delegate at large from
and interests are not.
We do not class Andrews with Lin- each county in addition, upon which
Andrews knew who his friends coln
or Grant or Columbus. Andrews basis the representation at the State
were when he advocated and endeavhas simply been a delegate trj Con- convention of the Republican party
ored to bring about an advisory prigress for a number of years and of the State of New Mexico, to be
mary for selection of the Senators. he has
performed his work well and held on March 8th, 1912, from the
This would have left it to the people.
He has delivered the several counties of the State, shall
faithfully.
We have no argument to make with goods, and he deserves
be as follows:
reward.
those of our contemporaries who are
He should be elected to the United
Delegates
Bernalillo
19
publishing the fact that "Andrews is States Senate. Rio Grande
Republi7
Chaves
politically dead," and that "the people can.
Colfax
17
4
Curry
14
Dona Ana
MRS. JACK CUDAHY
5
AGAIN IN LIME LIGHT.
Eddy
1

j
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who dsies to protect!
against the allowam e of aid proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mention-ei- .
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by the claimant; and especial
notice is hereby given to Manual
y Lucero, claimant of claim
serial 013791, which conflicts with tho
land herein described as to .47 of an
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
afforded him at the above
Oj portunity
n'entioned time and place.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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MARKETKEPORT

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pasadena, Calif., March 1. The police are searching today for a masked
man who entered the home of Mrs.
Jack Cudahy, divorced wife of the son
of the late Chicago millionaire packer,
and who escaped after pursuing her
from her own residence almost into
that of a neighbor.
Mrs. Cudahy told the officers today
that the intruder entered her home,
rushed past her woman companion
and seized her. Mrs. Cudahy, who is
athletic, struggled toward her front
door and finally managed to open it
and run into the yard. The man followed her, close to the next house,
where she ran screaming for help.
Persons who went to her aid saw a
man jump over a back fence. An overcoat from which the names of both
the maker and owner, had been cut,
was found lying on an ash barrel in
the rear of the house.

Closing Quotations.
New York, March 1. Call money
Prime paper 4
; Silver 58
Mexican dollars 47; Copper
14.2014.371-2- ;
Tin 42.50043;
Lead
44.10; Amalgamated 68
Sugar,
1181-2- ;
Atchison 104
Great Northern 130
New York
Central 1111-2- ;
Northern Pacific
1181-4- ;
Reading 155
Southern Pacific 1091-4- ;
Union Pacific,
165; Steel 611-4- ;
Steel, pfd. 1081-4- .
St. Louis.
St. Louis, Mo., March 1 Lead
firm, 4.004.05; spelter higher, 6.75.
Chicago.
Chicago, III., March 1. Wheat-M- ay,
103
July, 97
Corn May
July 70
Oats May, 53
July, 49
Pork May, 15.45.
Lard May 9.30.
Ribs May, 8.62
Kansas City.
Kansas City, March 1. Cattle Receipts 2,500 including 200 southerns.
,
If 1. j.
iuamei
sieaay to strong. Native
4

ex-di-
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OLDJOLKS
How to Escape Its Dangerous After
Effects.
With so much grip In town this
winter e few words of advice will not
be out of place.
First, grip is no trifle. Its after effects are often very serious.
Second, grip is particularly bad on
children, old people and all who are
not in the best of health.
Third, grip hangs on takes away
your energy and appetite leaves you
feeling weak and played out. That is
a dangerous condition.
The best thing you can do is to
build yourself up with Vinol, our delicious cod liver and iron preparation
without oil. It tones up the system
and makes you strong and vigorous.
Read this letter from R. J. Lown,
Oneonta, N. Y.: "I had an attack of
grip last January which leu me In a.
very badly weakened and rundown
condition. Lately I began to take Vinol and I find It strictly all right. It
began to help me from the very first
and now I am as well as ever."
Remember, we guarantee Vinol to
dc just what we say we pay back
your money if it does not. The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

1

Grant

5--

steers $5.508.4O; southern steers
$5.256.75; southern cows and heifers
native cows and
3.255.25;
heiferg $36.50; stockers and feeders
;$4.256.40; bulls 3.755.50;
calves
?4.508; western steers $57.25;
western cows $3.505.25.

j

Hogs
Receipts
6,000.
Market
steady to weak. Bulk of sales $6.10
;6.35; heavy $6.306.40; packers and

i

butchers $6.156.35; lights
6.25; pigs $4.755.25.

Sheep
,10 to 20c

Receipts
higher.

3,000.

Mutt's

$5.90

Market
?C.50

4.75; lambs $56.60; fed wethers and
yearlings $45.75; fed ewes $34.40.

Chicago.
Chicago, III., March 1. Cattle Receipts 4,000.
Market quiet, barely
Beeves $6.908.60;
steady.
Texas

steers $4.605.90; western steers $5
7; stockers and feeders $4.806.20-cowand heifers $2.156.65; calves
?5.758.50.
Hogs
Receipts 35,000.
Market
slow, shade lower. Light $6.156-421-2- ;
mixed $6.156.45; heavy $6.20
s

6.45; rough $6.20
6.25; bulk of gales

6.30; pigs $4.60

$6.356.42

Sheep
Receipts 10,000.
Market
steady to shade higher. Native $3.25
4.85; western $3.154.90;
yearlings

Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

12
11
8
4
6
15

COVER CROPS BENEFIT

MK TKshEN WA M T
I

Where
Water
Is;
Irrigation
Abundant Alfalfa Is Grown.
Being Deep Rooting Legume, It May
Be of Advantage to Orchards
Where Moisture Is Plentiful
Some Objections.
Successful irrigation is not conditioned upon clean cultivation; in fact,
it may be quite otherwise.
Cover
crops are sometimes of andvantage.
Recent practice in some parts where
irrigation water is abundant beyond
the requirements of the tree, is to
grow alfalfa in the orchard.
Being a
deep rooting legume, it mr.y be of advantage to the trees in the presence
of ample moisture, while with scant
moisture It would rob the trees and
practically ruin them. In the hot irrigated valleys of Arizona a cover
crop of alfalfa reduces the soil temperature, prevents (he reflection of
heat which occurs from a
soil surface, and is said to insure
thrifty young trees where clean culture destroys them. In cooler parts
of the arid region, s in the mountain
valleys of northeastern California and
in Idaho, alfalfa is also grown in
irrigated orchards. These facts are of
wide significance as showing that irrigation may be found of benefit even
where clean
culture may not tie
thought desirable. It is certainly reasonable that if a cover crop is grown
at all it should be attended by the
surety that the trees shall not suffer
for moisture, and they unquestionably
do sometimes suffer seriously under
old turf, even in lands of summer
light-colore- d
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ADVERTISING

IS

INVESTMENT

Experience, Tact and Special Knowledge Necessary to Make the
Profits Certain.

There are certain laws that govern
all advertising and they are suggested
in the following questions, to which
every advertiser should have an answer before investing his money.
1. Is there any merit in the article
to be advertised?
2. Am I willing to tell the truth
about it?
3.
Who are the people to be inter-

rains.

This view is wholly apart from the
subject of exhaustion of soil fertility
by intercropping. Of course, compen-

ested?
sation for the depletion must be made
4.
What mediums or channels will by use of fertilizers, and whether the
reach those people?
intercrop secured yields a profit upon
6.
What are the "talking points?"
such investment is a calculation for6. What is the best way to tell my
The purpose
eign to this discussion.
story?
simply is to emphasize the fact that
7. How much will it cost to do it on rich soil
ample irrigation can proproperly?
duce good fruit on an intercropped
Having answers to these questions orchard, and it can do the same on
does not finish the work. T" select a pastured orchard, but the height
what seems the best mediums and fill and form of a
fruit tree
the space with the "talking points" is is totally abhorrent to present ideals.
d

not sufficient for good advertising.
With the best of care advertising is
largely an experiment, and it is only
by watching and testing even the best
mediums that the most profit can be
made from the investment.
The enormous sums spent in advertising each year show plainly that il
pays or it would not continue, and the
fact that our competitors advertise
more and more each year necessitates
our advertising Judiciously if we wish
to keep' in the race.
The man who wishes to invest money in stocks will go to a broker for
tips, and the man who wishes to invest
money in advertising should follow the
same line of reasoning. He should go
to a reliable agent, or employ a com
petent man to take entire charge of
it.
Advertising today is an art, and requires experience, tact and a special
knowledge of the art, and there are
men thoroughly trained who are capable of making the advertisement a
good investment Publicity.

Advertising is like felling a
tree. It is not the final blow of
the axe that does all the work.
Every blow that went before
contributed Its share.

SOME FORMS OF ADVERTISING
Paper That Holds Affections
ily Circle

of Fam-

Is the

Highest
Class Medium.

Every once in a while you find that
somebody has said something
you
wanted to say only better. Tbe man
who has got ahead of me this time is
Charles H. Grasty, editor of the Balti6
more Sun.
9
"If you have something to sell," he
20
4
says, "you can go to a job printer
and have a lot of bills struck off and
6
distribute them around town. That is
5
30
advertising in the crude state.
"Put the same matter in any kind
18
of a newspaper and that is advertis6
Sierra
22
ing in a more advanced and effective
Socorro
form.
14
Taos
10
"Insert the same copy In a paper
Torrance
that goes into the home, with a hold
14
Union
19
Valencia
upon the affections of the family circle, and that is advertising in the
205
highest state. As time goes on and
All notice of contest shall be sub- the confidence and esteem of the readmitted in writing settinr forth the ers attach themselves to the paper,
giound of contest, which must be the habit of reading the advertisefiled with the Secretary of the State ments in that paper becomes fixed
Central Committee at least two days and an advertising medium is estabbefore the meeting of said conven- lished." E. C. Patterson, in Collier's.
tion.
All county
conventions must be
What Advertising Does.
held not later than the 4th day of
First, it saves time, and time in
March, 1912.
Shopping, especially with
money.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO.
men, takes time that real business
Chairman. men or artisans can HI afford to
HERBERT W. CLARK. Secretary.
spend. Tbe modern method is to decide from reliable information, previously obtained, what you want to
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
buy before going to the street or sendSanta Fe, N. M., Teb. 8, 1912.
ing for goods by mail. The economical method for obtaining
this in(013817.)
formation 1b by (reading advertise12, 1911.
Republication.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- ments.
True, some are false statements,
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final but tbe public Is getting more and
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the more wisdom every day, and the adAct of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), vertisers more honest More credence
as amended by the Act of February is given to advertising now than ever
21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470) in support of before, and this condition is bound to
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract increase, because it is the experience
1, sees. 21 and 28, and tract 2, in sec. of business men that truthful adver28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B. tising is the only kind that is permaviz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N. nently profitable. Seth Brown In "Library of Advertising."
M.
Said proof will be made before the
As It Always Does.
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land OfAn advertisement for a wife in the
fice, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following wit- Boston Post by John Farrell, a Bosnesses to prove his actual, continuous ton railway man, brought him nearly
adverse possession of said land for 1,000 replies, or, to be exact, 946, and
twenty years next preceding the sur many from far distant cities. He
e
found his
among them, too,
vey of the township, viz.:
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both and was arrledjast.wek.
,
soul-mat-

A cover

crop and intercrop are,
however, somewhat different things.
The growth of a cultivated crop between the rows of fruit trees is permissible if the land Is rich, and moisture, either by rainfall or by irrigahas
tion, is ample; but experience
shown that such a crop is only profitable while the trees are very young.
As the trees expand they repress the
growth of the intercrop below the
profit mark, and give no further inducement to the grower to longer endanger the future of his trees by dividing their sustenance with the intercrop. On the other hand, a cover
crop, if it be a legume, may
the humus in the soil. One of the
objections to continuous clean culture
in the arid region is tbe tendency of
the soil to lose humus and to become
lifeless and refractory. The growth of
clovers, peas, and other hardy legumes
during the winter season, when the
moisture is usually abundant, is being
widely resorted to for the purpose of
restoring humus. The summer growth
of tender legumes with ample irrigation is therefore, for this reason, as
well as for lowering the soil temperature and escaping other effects of excessive temperature, worthy of consideration if water is ample enough
to support the cover crop and the
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Saving

Squash.

The squashes on our vines last year
were osly fairly set on September 6,
when signs of frost were apparent

We covered each little squash with
lawn clippings and left the covering
on for several weeks, says a writer in
an exchange.
The leaves died, but
the roots continued to afford nourishment to the squashes, which were of
the Marblehead and Butman varieties.
By October 25 they were quite large,
when they were gathered, carried to
a dry, warm room and laid on tbe
floor before a sunny window. In two
weeks more they were in nice condition for cooking, fairly dry and of good
flavor.
Mowing Meadows.
By mowing the meadow just after
the bloom falls, the hay will retain
more of its rich, grass flavor than if it
is allowed to stand till thoroughly
ripened. Early cut bay also is easier
of digestion and not so liable to cause
digestive derangements among live
stock as is the late-cu- t
product
Fall Seeded Alfalfa.
If fall seeded alfalfa cannot make
rapid growth in the spring ft is at a
as compared
with
disadvantage
spring seeded alfalfa that can ' be
sown on clean soil on which one or
two crops of weed seeds have been
killed before seeding.
Force of Advertising.
"First attract the reader's attention, then arouse his interest and
make him read your advertisement,
but don't stop there, but go a step
farther and make the consumer desire what you advertise, and have him
make a resolve to go and buy it,"
said Prof. R. S. Butler, assistant professor of business administration of
the University of Wisconsin, in his
lecture on "Printed Salesmanship,"
before the Ad club at the St Charles
hotel, Milwaukee.

FOR SALE Pony, buggy and harness. Apply Kerr's Barber Shop.

ivy

OXKV is an article which
lr.ay Ik use! as a universal
passport 10 - . ry wh. rtheaven,
and a universal provider of everything
except happiness.

FOR SALE Rhode Island Red eggs
for setting. Cali 131 De Vargas St.

TYPEWRF TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-- i
This homely pork cake is one that
plies.
Typewriters sold,
will keep for weeks ami lie better for an') rented. Standard makesexchanged
handled,
Its age. It is a fruit cake, not too ex- All
repair work and typewrites guar-- j
for
use.
pensive
everyday
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExPork Cake. Put a cup of salt pork
Phone 23i.
change.
through the meat chopper, a, 1.1 a cup
Df boiling water and let stand for an
AGENTS Triple-Wa- r
Hosiery
hour. Cook together for three hrturs
'The best paying proposition ever
two
of
dried
very slowly
cups
chopped
for six months,
guaranteed
apple, a cup of molasses with a
Write for special offer 6 pair FREE.
ot cloves, two of cinnamon
Beautiful
line.
Everybody
buys.
and a few gratings of nutmeg. Add a Cre
dit given. Write for exclusive
half cup each of currants and raisins,
Triple-Wea- r
Hosiery Mills,
a little citron, if liked, and flour to territory.
make a batter not too thin. Add to 'Franklin and Girard Avenue, Phila-- i
the flour, and sift several times, a dolphin, Ta. Mention in answering
his advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
teaspoonful each of soda and baking
Mix all together and add
powder.
three
eggs before the flour
is added.
White Loaf Cake. Cream a half
MASONIC.
cup of butter, add a cup of sugar, two
cups of flour sifted with two
Montezuma
Lodgli
of baking powder, a half cup
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
of sweet milk, flavoring and the
Regular commune
whites of two eggs. Bake in a loaf.
cation first Monday
A Choice Layer Cake. Cream a half
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
cup of butter, add a cup and a half
of sugar and a half cup of sweet milk,
7.30.
two cups of flour, flavoring and the
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
whites of eight eggs. Bake in layers. CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.
This will make one large cake of five
layers or two cakes may be made by
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
using different filling.
1. R. A. M.
Regular
s
Cake. Cream
Hickorynut
convocation second
of a cup of butter, add two cups
Monday of each month
of sugar, a cup of milk, a little at a
at Masonic Hall at
time, adding three cups of flour sift7:30 p. m.
ed with two teaspoonfuls of baking
CHAS. A. WHBELON,
eggs and a
powder, three
H. P.
cup of nut meats. Bake in a large ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
flat pan.
Chocolate Cake. For a simple, easy
Sacta Fe Commandery
and satisfactory cake to make, this is
No. 1, K. T. Regular
a winner. Cream a fourth of a cupful
conclave fourth Mod--;
of butter, add a cup of brown sugar,
ifem
day in each month at
one egg, a cup and a fourth of flour,
a fourth of a cup of sour milk, a
of vanilla and a half teaW. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
spoon of soda. Two squares of choco- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
late (Baker's) dissolved in a half cup
of hot water added the last thing.
Santa Fe todge et
Bake in two layers. Put together with
Perfection
No.
1, 14th
a boiled frosting.
degree. Ancient and AcRoll Jelly Cake. Two eggs well
cepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets on
beaten, half cup of sugar, half cup
of flour, a teaspoonful of baking pow- the third Monday of each month
der and a' tablespoonful of cold water at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
the last thing.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plan.
Visiting Fotlsh Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
CHOICE CAKES.

j

j

!

well-beate- n

Fraternal Societies

two-third-

well-beate-

fcip

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.

CABINET

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No,

holds
its regular session ox
the second and fourth.
of each
Wednesday
460, B. P. O. E.

the cross
UHE heavier
ier prayer;

month. Visiting

the heart-

broth-

ers are invitee

a&4

welcome.
The bruised herbs most fragrant are;
If wind and sky were always fair.
CARL A. BISHOP.
The sailor would not watch the star;
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler,
And David's songs had ne'er been sung
Secretary.
If griefs his heart had never wrung.
F. W. FARMER
Homester.d No.

MORE FISH DISHES.

trees.

Clearly where such practice is advisable the irrigation method must be
suitable. If the land is nearly level,
low check levees on contour lines will
restrain sufficient water and not interfere with the use of the mower.
Such contour checks may inclose a
considerable number of trees. With
greater slope the square check system inclosing a single tree may be
necessary, or flooding down the
spaces between the trees, with a low
leves along each row, may be the
most available system, except in small
orchards, where pipe lines, hydrants,
and sprinkling may be used. Farmers

house with

FOR RENT ii roomed
range. D. S. Lowitzki.

cross-examin-

let-;t-

Foster-Milbun-

M.

The oyster season is well opened,
and now they are as reasonable in
price as they will be.
Oyster Rolls. Cut a pint of oysters
in halves and parboil one minute, add
a half teaspoon of salt, a dusting of
cayenne, a teaspoonful of lemon juice,
a teaspoon of minced parsley or a
grating of nutmeg and a half cup of
thick cream sauce. Remove the
crust from half a dozen French rolls,
brush inside and out with butter and
fill with the prepared oysters, replace
the covers and set in a hot oven for
ten minutes. Serve very hot.
Broiled, Smoked Finnan Haddie.
Cover a piece of smoked haddie or salmon with boiling water; let stand Often minutes and then drain.
Broil
about fifteen minutes over coals or
under the gas flame, and serve with
eclipse sauce.
Eclipse Sauce. Heat a tablespoonful of butter and add a tablespoonful
of flour; cook a minute. Add a cup
of water and stir until thickened. Season with salt and cayenne, pour on
to a
egg; add a tablespoonful of lemon juice and reheat
carefully. A cucumber stewed and
added to this sauce makes a delicious
addition.
Oyster and Grapefruit Salad. Parboil one and a half pints of oysters;
drain, cool and remove the tough
Cut three grape
muscle.
fruit in
halves crosswise, remove pulp and
drain. Mix oysters with the pulp and
season with six tablespoonfuls of tomato catsup, four tablespoonfuls of
the grape fruit juice, a tablespoonful
of salt. Refill grape fruit skins with
mixture. Garnish with curled celery
and chill before serving.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second

and Fourth Thursdays, Flremaa't
Hall. H. Poremav,
A. E P. Robinson,
Cor. bee. Fred F.
Alarid.

Santa Fe Camp

M. W. a.
fleets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tUrt
at Elks
Tuesday
HalL Vlstine neles- -

13514,

bors welcome.
CHAS.

A. G. WHITTIER,
A. RISING. Clerk.

Santa Fe
6673,

R.

Nc,

Camp
N. A.

meets

first Tuesday of each
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visiting

well-beate- n

neighbors

welcome.

NETTIE VICKROY,
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY.

Recorder.

The New MexiSociety Stationery
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

PANHANDLE

m

The Might That Makes Right.
"Jimmie, if you'll give me a bite of
your apple I'll let you spin my top."
"G'wan. As soon as I git my apple
et I'm goin' to take ycuv top hway
from you and spin it as long as
please."
Sound Sense.
Do not advertise for the sake of
advertising, but as a means of attaining some definite end. Do not ad- along certain set lines, just
because that is the way that concerns
in your trade or profession have al-ways advertised. Those who first
till the soil reap the largest crops, provided they till intelligently. Thought,
study and competent advice may discover new fields for you to cultivate.
Fldxidxe Shoo .Talk.
vet-Us-

1

if?

''

i
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STOCKMAN'S
CONVENTION

EL PASO, TEXAS,

March 5, 6 and 7, 1912,
'

$16.10

Round Trip Rate from

SANTA FE.NEW MEXICO
Dates of Sale, Mar. J, 4, 5, 1912.
Return Limit, Mar. II, 1912.

One and

fare from
all Stations in New Mexico.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, N. M.
one-fif-

th

J
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99

ft

GERMAN-MILLE- D

car, and for

the answer to

A LIMITED TIME,

every Bakirv Problem.
Firxer,-Whit- er

UrvifornV
afd MoreLARABEE
S

Made by

Famous

C I fJR

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY. SACK.;
A

npr

lJUvII

F. ANDREWS.

the best gait for a hungry
to take?

man

SPITZ,

.

a

M

HEADQUATERS
FOR

y.

u

Reliable."

Once Here
You Will Have Your Choice
From A Choice Collection
AT THE

Of Choice Meats!

CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from

Old

San

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
DOWN TOWN STAND

IN BUTT BROS.

S

HOME

Loyal to your Home Town
Institutions and send your
and
A cake walk!
laundry work to the SANTA FE
ELECTRIC LAUNDRY, the finest,
most modern, and perfectly
TO OUR MEAT SHOP.
sanitary laundry in the State
of New Mexico, owned by
It's An Easy Walk From
representative citizens of the
Most Places,
City of Santa Fe. Phone
Black 211.
Not A Hard Walk From
fresh at
Johnston's Candies

Any Place.

F1

iW

Take a Walk

"Time Pieces That Are

y.

N

Patriotic and

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

e
If
will consider tliat the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not gnidcre your
watch a speck of oil and a denning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

PATRONIZE

HIQHGRADE

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-dl-

ISull I R

HUtx

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., March 1 Xew
Mexico, snow or rain tonight
or Saturday. Warmer tonight
in south portion.

THE JEWFLER.
nil

massmms WMMWMJUBM
U

Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.
DRUG STORE.

Plaza Market Co.
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quality imb hi
before the brand
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always
Zook's.
The Best Packing House lambs and
mutton at the Plaza Market Co.
The 20th Century
Kids Master
Leon and Little Virginia. Elks' theater tonight.
Pure Cold Pressed medicinal Linseed Oil for your horse and cow at
GOEBELS.
Scout Meeting Tonight At 7:30
o'clock sharp tonight, a meeting o
the Boy Scouts will.be held.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must bs
sold at once Price $1200. 0. C. Watson Co.
Two More New Cottages Contrac

jumr

mnrmi.mt,-

-
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"Stay Satisfactory

Santa Fe Hardware

T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at
the Right Price

VJMS-- r
P y

i.i.

Supply Co.

Secondhand Goods

JL

"

&

0. 5.
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Spring Hats are ready for picking ! Every man needs a NEW
HAT this time of the year, and, if he is at all particular about his
dress he will have one. A hat is always the first essential to a
prosperous appearance. It makes or unmakes him!

DERBY HATS

People Who Frequent Zook's may
enjoy Johnston's Candy fresh.
FOR REXT Furnished house. Box

"Monarch"

'

jj

Try it.

erly owned by Tom Roberts.
212.
Story Hour Tomorrow Afternoon
Beautiful Millinery at the Monto-ziimThe
hour
around
story
the
in
The man who cares will uott look
fireplace
hotel on March 1st and 2d.
tne assembly room of the public li- to his head dress, for the
Doc McCarthy Goes Into Business
which is proving s0 attractive styles are here in endless colorsspring
and
Dr. T. A. McCarthy has started a gen- brary
to children, will be given tomorrow
Xow is the time when pickstyles.
eral mercantile store at Pojoaque. Mr.
afternoon between three and four
ing is good at me nig store. See
McCarthy owns a ranch near that oclock. There is no
admission charge
place.
Fifty Sacks of Mail The belated
Santa Fe trains last evening brought
in fifty sacks of ml and the night
force at the postoffice was kept busy
distributing ail night.
If you want to see the finest display
ot embroideries and insertion, take
the time to pay a visit to the store of
This is absolutely
Adolph Sengman.
the finest display ever showed in Santa Fe.
"THE MONARCH "
Be Sure and Hear Agnes Peaster of
Albuquerque give a select reading en
IS THE
titled "The Little Buster Shoes" illus
trated by colored plates, at the Xew
State theater Friday and Saturday
evenings.
Greatest Child Artists before the
Range."
public today. These youngsters have
been on the stage ever siac
they
could walk and talk and are conceded
Satisfactory because it is made of the best materials by the
to be the best in the business. Elks'
best workmen, in the best factory in the United States.
theater tonight.
Each Week Zook's receive a ship
ment of Johnston's candy from the
Th
is a Monarch in the Range Kingdom
factory.
Woman's Aid Society. The regular
meeting of the Woman's Aid Society
THIS WONDERFUL RANGE IS MADE OF
of the Presbyterian Church will be
held at the home of Mrs. Paul A. F.
MALLEABLE STEEL,
Walter, 405 East Palace Avenue, TuesABSOLUTELY
AIR TIGHT AND SCIENTIFICALLY
day afternoon at two thirty o'clock.
Get a Fine Roast for Sunday dinner
PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION.
at the Plaza Market Co.
You do not invest in a range very
often in a life time, esnecK'iy if you
get the right kind, and 'herefore why
not get the best there is to oa had
and be satisfied. See advertisement
of the Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
Company.
Leased House for Five Years Manager Uhlfelder of the new Rosemvald
store in this city, has leased the
L0W1TZKI
cottage on Capitol Hill for a
term of five years. He will arrive
with his family from Albuquerque
next week and take possession of the
Furniture and
house.
Welcome to the Columns of the Xew
Mexican. Hall and Hall, the insurance
Queensware.
agents have placed their advertisement on the editorial page of today's
issue and by keeping your eye on
their space, you will at all times get
CASH PAID FOR)
the latest there is in the insurance
line.
Little Virginia is a mimic of rare
ability; impersonating the world's
AJEVV'
celebrities and when you see her inl
full costume you can picture yourself
'
in a Xew York theater watching the
highest priced artists being imitated.
1
!
Elks' theater tonight.
IE
Some valuable suggestions
in the

IS

hggHMMtatiiitiwianR'ya
is

and children of the prescribed age are
invited.
See Change of Advertisement of
the Plaza Market. It always has what
you want and no kicks afterward

Reips Supreme

gCta 46"Piece Dinner5et of F'"e China like the one in our show
window, or some of thetpremiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware. We
will refund your money if not entirely satisfactory.
Phone No. 4.
Phone No. 4.

J What

1, 1912.

Where Quality

AND

SAVF THF fflllPflN

FRIDAY, MARCH

a

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST
F ALL FL0L,Rs5we are going to make a
spec,aI pr,ce of

GERMAN PROCESS.

FE, 3f. SL

tor August Reingardt has begun the change of advertising of Seligman
construction of two new cottages on Bros. Company to the housewife, esupper Marcy street
pecially relating to the spring house
..FOR REXT Three or six room cleaning season. They have made a
house with furniture or not. D. S. Low- special effort to have on display and
itzki.
for sale very beautiful lines, that are
Barbershop Changes Hands E. H. always needed at this time.
Baca has bought the O. K. barber shop
Anything in fresh and smoked fish
on lower San Francisco street form- at the Plaza Market Co.

We have just unloaded another

S FLOUR
Its

XEp MEXICAN", SAN1A

.

THE

Star Hat
Quality goes in
before the brand

SOFT HATS

We have hats suited to your face. The face
must be fitted as well as the head.

The Soft Hat is always a Popular Style in the Spring. We
have a great variety of styles in new colorings.

Handsome Hats Surely.

Snappy Models for Swell Young Men!
$2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00.

All

the Correct Width of Crown.

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, and we give the same careful attention to the correct
fitting
of the head and face, as the exclusive hatter does, without charging his extra -price. Alwavs oleased to show vnn ! I
i
.r,

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

NATHAH

j

